
Electromagnetic waves
CHAPTER 1

LESSONS

1A Introduction to waves

1B Wave fundamentals

1C  Everyday 
electromagnetism

1D Refraction and reflection

1E  White light and optical 
phenomena

 Chapter 1 review

STUDY DESIGN DOT POINTS

• identify all electromagnetic waves as transverse waves travelling at the same 
speed,  c , in a vacuum as distinct from mechanical waves that require a medium 
to propagate

• identify the amplitude, wavelength, period and frequency of waves
• calculate the wavelength, frequency, period and speed of travel of waves using: 

  =   v __ f   = vT 

• explain the wavelength of a wave as a result of the velocity (determined by 
the medium through which it travels) and the frequency (determined by 
the source)

• describe electromagnetic radiation emitted from the Sun as mainly ultraviolet, 
visible and infrared

• compare the wavelength and frequencies of di!erent regions of the 
electromagnetic spectrum, including radio, microwave, infrared, visible, 
ultraviolet, x-ray and gamma, and compare the di!erent uses each has 
in society

• investigate and analyse theoretically and practically the behaviour of waves 
including:

 – refraction using Snell’s Law:    n  1  sin (   1  )  =  n  2  sin (   2  )    and   n  1   v  1   =  n  2   v  2   
 – total internal reflection and critical angle including applications: 

   n  1  sin (   c  )  =  n  2  sin (90°)   

• investigate and explain theoretically and practically colour dispersion in prisms 
and lenses with reference to refraction of the components of white light as they 
pass from one medium to another

• explain the formation of optical phenomena: rainbows; mirages
• investigate light transmission through optical fibres for communication
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

electromagnetic wave a wave that consists of perpendicular electric and magnetic 
field oscillations
longitudinal wave a wave in which the oscillations are parallel to the direction of wave 
travel and energy transmission
mechanical wave a wave which requires a material medium
medium (waves) a physical substance through which a wave propagates
oscillate to move back and forth in a regular motion
propagate the way in which a wave travels
transverse wave a wave in which the oscillations are perpendicular to the direction 
of wave travel and energy transmission
vacuum a region that does not contain matter
wave the transmission of energy via oscillations from one location to another without 
the net transfer of matter

What type of waves are all around us?
When most people think of waves, they picture water waves moving across 
the ocean, however, this is just one example of a wave. In reality, waves are all 
around us. Sound, light, earthquakes, and plucking a guitar string are examples 
of waves that can be found in everyday life. This lesson defines what a wave is and 
identifies the di!erence between mechanical waves and electromagnetic waves.

1A 1B 1C 1D 1E

1.1.1.1 Wave definition

1.1.1.2 Mechanical and 
electromagnetic waves

Introduction to waves1A
STUDY DESIGN DOT POINT

• identify all electromagnetic waves 
as transverse waves travelling at 
the same speed, c, in a vacuum as 
distinct from mechanical waves that 
require a medium to propagate

Wave definition 1.1.1.1

As waves are a method of energy transfer they are fundamental to many 
physics phenomena.

Theory and applications
From sound to light, or ocean waves to earthquakes, the transmission of energy 
by wave propagation is fundamental to almost every branch of physics. It is 
only through the understanding of what a wave is, that these phenomena can 
be described.

ACTIVITIES

Log into your Edrolo account for 
activities that support this lesson.
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What is a wave?
A wave is the transmission of energy via oscillations from one location to another 
withoutthenet(overall)transferofmatter.Thedirectionawavetravelsisdefinedby
the direction of the energy transmission. The oscillations that form a wave can either 
be perpendicular (transverse) or parallel (longitudinal) to the motion of the wave.

It is energy, not matter, that is transferred by a wave. Figure 1 shows the transfer 
of energy without the net transfer of matter within a transverse ocean wave. 
Even though the wave is moving to the left, the matter, including the ball, 
that makes up the wave is oscillating perpendicular to the wave direction 
(up and down) without being pushed horizontally.

Direction of waves
The ball does not

move along with the wave
but it bobs up and down

Crest: the highest
point of the wave

As the waves pass the 
water will rise and fall

Trough: the lowest
part of the wave

Figure 1 Water and a beach ball oscillate vertically as the wave moves

Figure 2 shows there is also no net transfer of matter within a longitudinal sound 
wave. Each air molecule vibrates about the same point, parallel to the direction 
of the wave (in this instance from left to right).

Vibrations of loudspeaker Rarefaction Displacement of molecules

Dust particle

Compression Direction of sound waves

Figure 2 A dust particle within a sound wave oscillates back and forth

How do transverse and longitudinal waves di!er?"1
Waves can be distinguished by the direction of the oscillation in relation to the 
direction of their movement. Table 1 compares the properties of the two types 
of longitudinal and transverse waves.

Table 1 Transverse vs. longitudinal waves

Transverse wave Longitudinal wave

Diagram

Direction of wave propagation Direction of wave propagation

Movement of 
oscillations

Perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation. 
For a transverse wave travelling to the right, 
oscillations could occur in any perpendicular direction, 
such as up and down or into and out of the page, 
but not left and right.

Parallel to the direction of wave propagation. For a 
longitudinal wave travelling to the right, the particles 
in the medium must oscillate left and right. 
Longitudinal waves are also commonly referred to as 
compression waves.

Common 
examples

Waves in strings, electromagnetic waves, 
and water waves.

Sound waves, waves in springs, or the primary (P) 
waves in an earthquake.

Key features Crests: points on a wave with maximum positive 
displacement.

Troughs: points on the wave with maximum negative 
displacement.

Compressions: the points on a wave where particles 
are most closely grouped together (under the most 
pressure).

Rarefactions: points where particles are most spread 
out (under the least pressure).

KEEN TO INVESTIGATE?
1  What is a wave? 

Search YouTube: Physics - waves - 
introduction
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Progress questions

Question 1 
A point on a transverse wave will oscillate in which direction compared to the 
direction of the wave?

A. parallel

B. perpendicular

C. both A and B

Question 2 
Which of the following is an example of a longitudinal wave?

A. a horizontal spring undergoing vertical oscillations

B. a violin string being plucked

C. a note from a speaker playing a song

D. a water ripple

Question 3 
In which direction does the particle move at the instant shown: A, B, C or D?

A B

C

D

Direction of wave travel

Question 4 
Sound is best described as a

A. longitudinal pressure wave transmitting air particles from a source 
to a receiver.

B. transverse pressure wave transmitting wave maxima from a source 
to a receiver.

C. longitudinal pressure wave transmitting energy from a source to a receiver.

D. transverse pressure wave transmitting energy from a source to a receiver.

VCAA 2016 exam Section B Detailed study 6 Q1

Mechanical and  
electromagnetic waves 1.1.1.2

There are two main categories of waves that this course will focus on: electromagnetic 
wavesandmechanicalwaves. lectromagneticwavesaredefinedbytheoscillations
oftheelectromagneticandmagneticfieldswhilemechanicalwavesarethe
oscillations of particles with a medium.

Theory and applications
An electromagnetic wave is the transmission of light energy through oscillations 
withintheelectricandmagneticfields(see igure3)2. It is common to refer to 
electromagnetic waves as light, since the visible light that the human eye can see 
is an example of an electromagnetic wave.

Electric field
Magnetic field

Figure 3 Oscillations of the electric and 
magnetic fields propagating through space

KEEN TO INVESTIGATE?
2  How do electric and magnetic fields 

create waves? 
Search YouTube: Electromagnetic 
waves and the electromagnetic 
spectrum | physics
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How are electromagnetic waves distinct from  
mechanical waves?
An electromagnetic wave is a propagating oscillation of the electric and magnetic 
fields,whereasamechanicalwaveisapropagatingoscillationofthephysicalmatter
within a medium. Figure 4 shows a venn diagram of the main similarities and 
differences between these two types of waves

No net transfer 
of matter

Transmit energy

Also called light

Travel at c = 3.0 × 10 m s−1

through a vacuum

Does not require a medium

Only traverse

Propagation of oscillation
of electric and magnetic field

Propagation of the oscillation
of matter within a medium

Requires a medium
(cannot travel 
through a vacuum)

Examples – water waves,
strings, ropes, earthquakes,
sound waves and more

Longitudinal or traverse

Examples – visible light, 
X-ray, microwaves, radiowaves 
and more

Mechanical waves Electromagnetic waves

Figure 4 Venn diagram of similarities and di!erences

Examples of mechanical waves include sound waves (Figure 2), which transfers 
energy through the air (or another medium), a ripple in a pond (Figure 5(a)), 
which transfers energy through water, and an earthquake (Figure 5(b)) which 
transfers energy through the ground. In these examples, the particles oscillate about 
their mean (neutral) position; they do not travel with the wave as it propagates.

USEFUL TIP

It doesn’t matter whether we are 
moving towards or away from an 
electromagnetic wave, it will always 
move at the same speed of 
 3.0 ×  10   8   m s−1 through a vacuum.

Images (top to bottom): Dmitry Naumov, IreneuszB/
Shutterstock.com

Figure 5 Examples of mechanical waves in (a) 
a pond, (b) an earthquake, (c) guitar string, and 
(d) a slinky.

Progress questions

Question 5 
A mechanical wave can be best described as

A. the transmission of matter through a medium without the net transfer 
of energy.

B. thetransmissionofalternatingelectricandmagneticfieldswithoutthenet
transfer of matter.

C. the transmission of energy through a medium without the net transfer 
of matter.

D. the transmission of energy through a vacuum without the net transfer 
of matter.

Question 6 
Which of the following is false about an electromagnetic wave?

A. They exist as the transfer of energy through the oscillation of matter.

B. They all travel at  3.0 ×  10   8   m s−1 through a vacuum.

C. They are all transverse waves.

D. They do not require a material medium to propagate through.
Continues →
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Theory summary
• A wave is the transmission of energy via oscillations from one location 

to another without the net transfer of matter.

• All electromagnetic waves:

 – travel at the same speed in a vacuum known as the speed of light. 
The speed of light is denoted by the symbol ‘ c ’ which is commonly written 
as  c = 3.0 ×  10   8   m s−1.

 – are transverse waves. The oscillation of the electric and magnetic field 
is perpendicular to the direction that an electromagnetic wave moves.

 – do not require a medium to propagate through. Therefore they can travel 
through a vacuum such as deep space.

• All mechanical waves:

 – exist as the transfer of energy through matter which means they requirea 
medium to propagate (travel) through such as air or water.

 – can be longitudinal or transverse.

The content in this lesson is considered 
fundamental prior knowledge to light 
as a wave (Unit 4 AOS 1).

CONCEPT DISCUSSION

Think of a slinky (a stretchy spring). The slinky can support longitudinal waves and 
transverse waves. How must the slinky be shaken to produce transverse waves? 
How must the slinky be shaken to produce longitudinal waves?

Prompts:

• The oscillating movement of a longitudinal wave is in the direction of the 
wave motion.

• The oscillating movement of a transverse wave is perpendicular to the wave motion.
• A wave on a slinky moves in the direction that the slinky is aligned with.

Question 7 
Identify which of the following properties only apply to: (E) electromagnetic 
waves, (M) mechanical waves, or (B) both.

Propagation of an oscillation moving energy from one location 
to another

Travel at a speed of  c = 3.0 ×  10   8   m s−1 through a vacuum.

Can be either transverse or longitudinal waves

Require a medium to propagate

Include: sound waves and ocean waves

Also known as light
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1A Questions
Deconstructed exam-style

Use the following information to answer questions 8–10.

Finn begins playing music out loud from his phone. The air 
particleshown(notdrawntoscale)startsinitiallyatrest3cm
away from the phone speaker.

Question 8 (1 MARK) 
The particle will oscillate

A. left and right.

B. up and down.

C. The particle will not oscillate as sound is not a mechanical wave.

Question 9 (1 MARK) 
The particle will

A. oscillate back and forth while being pushed to the right in the wave direction.

B. be pushed to the right in the wave direction without oscillating.

C. oscillate back and forth about its initial position.

Question 10 (2 MARKS) 
Describe the resulting motion of this air particle in relation to its initial position.

Exam-style

Question 11 (1 MARK) 
An earthquake is propagating primary waves through the ground in the direction as shown. Consider a 
series of power line poles in front of the epicentre.

Earthquake
epicentre

Which of the following diagrams best describes the movement of the power line poles? Assume they will 
not fall over.

A. B. C. D.

Adapted from VCAA 2018 exam Multiple choice Q10

Mild  $$Medium  $$Spicy 

3 cm

Up

Down

RightLeft
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Question 12 (3 MARKS) 
The image shows a representation of an electromagnetic wave.

a. Correctlylabeltheelectricfieldanddirectionofenergytransferontheelectromagnetic 
waveshown. (2 MARKS)

B

b. Assume the electromagnetic wave is travelling through a vacuum. At what speed would the wave 
picturedabovebetravellingat Answerinmetrespersecond(m s−1). (1 MARK)

Adapted from VCAA 2020 exam Short answer Q14

Question 13 (2 MARKS) 
A 0.60 m long guitar string (as pictured) is plucked, causing it 
to vibrate.

Is this wave longitudinal or transverse? Explain your answer.

Question 14 (1 MARK) 
A star moving directly away from Earth and emits an electromagnetic wave. The speed of this 
electromagnetic wave is measured on Earth. Assume it is travelling through a vacuum.

Which one of the following is true?

A. The speed of the light is greater than  3.0 × 1 0   8   m s−1.

B. The speed of the light is less than  3.0 × 1 0   8   m s−1.

C. The speed of the light observed on earth is  c = 3.0 × 1 0   8   m s−1.

D. Not enough information is provided to answer the question.

Adapted from VCAA 2015 exam Section B Detailed Study 1 Q3

Key science skills

Question 15 (1 MARK) 
The aim of darts is to hit the bullseye at the centre of the dartboard. 
Four darts players (A, B, C and D) each threw three darts. The results 
of their throws are shown.

Which one of the players produced a set of attempts that could be 
described as being precise but inaccurate?

A. player A

B. player B

C. player C

D. player D

VCAA 2020 exam Multiple choice Q1

FROM LESSON 11C
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

amplitude (waves) the magnitude of an oscillation’s maximum value from the neutral 
point within a wave
crest a point on the wave where the amplitude is a maximum positive value
displacement the change in position of an object (vector quantity)
frequency the number of cycles completed per unit of time
period the time taken to complete one cycle
trough a point on the wave where the amplitude is a maximum negative value
wave cycle the process of a wave completing one full oscillation, ending up in a final 
configuration identical to the initial configuration
wavelength the distance covered by one complete wave cycle
wave speed the speed at which a wave transfers its energy through a medium

FORMULAS

• frequency-period inverse 
relationship 
 f =   1 __ T   

• wave equation (frequency) 
 v = f  

• wave equation (period) 
 v =     __ T   

ESSENTIAL PRIOR KNOWLEDGE

1A Definition of a wave
1A  Light and sound waves
11B Understanding units
See questions 1–3.

Why do sound waves make the water bounce?
Knowledge of the properties of waves is important to be able to understand 
many aspects of the physical world including sound and light. All waves, 
including electromagnetic waves, can be defined by their properties. This lesson 
covers: identifying these properties, calculating them, and explaining why they 
are important.

Wave fundamentals1B
STUDY DESIGN DOT POINTS

• identify the amplitude, wavelength, 
period and frequency of waves

• calculate the wavelength, frequency, 
period and speed of travel of waves 
using:   = v __ f  = vT 

• explain the wavelength of a wave as 
a result of the velocity (determined 
by the medium through which 
it travels) and the frequency 
(determined by the source)

Image: Andrew Berezovsky/Shutterstock.com

1A 1B 1C 1D 1E

1.1.2.1 Wave properties

1.1.3.1 & 1.1.4.1 The wave equation

ACTIVITIES

Log into your Edrolo account for 
activities that support this lesson.
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Wave properties 1.1.2.1

Four important properties of waves include: amplitude, wavelength, period, 
and frequency. They are essential to describing the behaviour of all waves.

Theory and applications
Even though light is an electromagnetic transverse wave and sound is a mechanical 
longitudinalwave,bothtypesofwavesaredefinedbythesameproperties.Inorder
to describe the behaviour of light, sound, or any other wave, their properties 
(seeTable1)mustfirstbeidentified.1

Table 1 Wave properties

Property Representation Units

Wavelength   Length often in metres (m)

Frequency  f Cycles per second often in Hz or s−1

Period  T Time often in seconds (s)

Amplitude  A Displacement often in metres (m) OR 
pressure often in pascal (Pa)

How are the properties of waves identified?
Wave properties are often given numerically and always with an accompanying unit. 
Quantities in physics only have meaning when in reference to units. In a question, 
always pay careful attention to the unit that puts the value into perspective. 
E.g. Students measured the properties of a sound wave that has a wavelength 
  = 38  cm, a frequency  f = 0.020  MHz, and an amplitude of  A = 100  Pa.

USEFUL TIP

The unit of the wavelength when referring to light is often given in nanometers (nm). 
A nanometer represents one billionth (  10   −9  ) of a metre.

FORMULA

 f =   1 __ T   

 f =  frequency (Hz or s−1) 
 T =  period (s)

This shows that frequency and period are inversely proportional. With an inverse 
relationship if frequency doubles then period will halve and vice versa. Frequency 
has two standard units which are both equivalent to each other (1 Hz = 1 s−1), 
but Hertz (Hz) is more commonly used than per second (s−1).

Transverse waves (e.g. light) and longitudinal waves (e.g. sound) can be graphed 
to show their properties.2 Graphs can provide additional information depending 
on what is being represented on the horizontal or vertical axis.

To graph a wave with the horizontal axis (see Figure 1) as distance we must freeze 
a longitudinal or transverse wave at one point in time.

To graph a wave with time on the horizontal axis (see Figure 2) we must consider 
the movement of a single particle within that wave over a period of time. The particle 
will oscillate about the same location along the length of the wave. The particle 
moves perpendicular in a transverse wave and parallel in a longitudinal wave when 
compared to the direction of wave travel.

KEEN TO INVESTIGATE?
1  What are the properties of a wave? 

Search YouTube: Wave motion | 
waves | physics

KEEN TO INVESTIGATE?
2  How are transverse waves created? 

Search: Wave on a string simulation

Wave moving to the right

Compression
Crest

Trough

Rarefaction

Distance

D
is

pl
ac

em
en

t

Amplitude

Wavelength λ

c

Figure 1 (a) A longitudinal wave and 
(b) a transverse wave. (c) Graph of either 
longitudinal or transverse wave with 
displacement on horizontal axis.

Wave moving to the right

Time

D
is

pl
ac

em
en

t

Amplitude

Period T

Particle in both longitudinal
and transverse wave
oscillates about the same point

Particle X

Particle X

c

Figure 2 A particle moves (a) left/right 
in a longitudinal wave and (b) up/down 
in a transverse wave. (c) Graph of particle 
movement of either longitudinal or transverse 
wave with time on the horizontal axis.

Period and frequency are mathematically related through the formula:
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Why are wave properties so important?
The properties of a wave determines how they behave. They determine the speed, 
energy and many other characteristics a wave possesses. Note that a wave will have 
a greater energy if amplitude or frequency increases.

For electromagnetic waves the amplitude (also known as intensity) tells us how 
bright the light is. By knowing the wavelength and frequency of an electromagnetic 
wave, its characteristics and uses can be determined. For example low frequency 
wavelengths such as microwaves are used by smartphones for communication.

For sound, frequency tells us the pitch while amplitude represents the volume. 
Turning up the volume in the car is actually just increasing the amplitude of the 
sound waves being produced.

WORKED EXAMPLE 1

A wave is graphed at a single point in time.

a. Identify the amplitude. Make sure to use correct units in your answer.

Theunitofthefinalanswermustbetheunit
represented on the vertical axis which is metres (m).

 A = 0.2  m

2 4 6 8 10

0.1

0.2

0

Amplitude

b. Identify the wavelength. Make sure to use correct units in your answer.

Theunitofthefinalanswermustbetheunit
represented on the horizontal axis which is metres (m).

  = 6  m

2 4 6 8 10

0.1

0.2

0

Wavelength λ = 7.5 m − 1.5 m = 6 m 

c. Find the period and calculate the wave’s frequency.

The graph given has distance on its horizontal axis, therefore the period is unable to be found. 
Frequency is calculated from the period of the wave. As the period can’t be found, neither can 
the frequency.

Distance (m)
2 4 6 8 10

D
is

pl
ac

em
en

t (
m

) 0.1

0.2

0

−0.1

−0.2
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USEFUL TIP

There are many other types of waves 
besides electromagnetic and sound 
but the focus of a majority of questions 
throughout the course will be in terms 
of light and sound.

Progress questions

Use the following graph to answer questions 1–3.

The graph shows a transverse wave 
over time.

Question 1 
What does the horizontal axis represent?

A. time in seconds

B. period in seconds

C. displacement in metres

D. pressure in pascal

Question 2 
Identify the period and calculate the frequency of the wave.

A.  T = 1  s and  f = 1  Hz

B.  T = 2  s and  f =   1 __ 2    Hz

C.  T = 3  s and  f =   1 __ 3    Hz

D.  T = 6  s and  f =   1 __ 6    Hz

Question 3 

Identify the wavelength.

A.   = 2  m

B.   = 3  m

C.   = 4  m

D. nabletobeidentifiedfromgraph

Question 4 
What is the physical effect of increasing the amplitude of an 
electromagnetic wave?

A. increase in volume

B. increase in brightness

C. decrease in pitch

D. change of colour

Time (s)
1
0 1 2 3 4 5
−1
−2
−3

2
3

D
is

pl
ac

em
en

t (
m

)

The wave equation 1.1.3.1 & 1.1.4.1

The physical properties of the medium through which a wave travels determines 
its speed and the source of the wave determines its frequency. Wavelength is 
determined by its relationship to frequency and wave speed through the 
wave equation.

Theory and applications
The speed and frequency of a wave are both determined by external factors. In order 
to change their values these external factors must also change.
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How does the medium determine the wave-speed?
Wave speed is the speed at which the wave transfers its energy through a medium 
from one place to another. It is determined by the physical properties of the medium in 
whichittravels(e.g.material,density,andtemperature)(seeTable2and3). venthe
speed of light is changed by the medium through which it travels as seen in Table 2.

Table 2 Electromagnetic wave speed 
through di!erent materials.

Material Electromagnetic wave 
speed

Nothing  3.0 × 1 0   8   m s−1

Glass  1.97 × 1 0   8   m s−1

Diamond  1.24 × 1 0   8   m s−1

Water  2.26 × 1 0   8   m s−1

Table 3 Sound wave speed through 
di!erent materials.

Material Sound wave speed

Air at sea 
level

 340  m s−1

Air at high 
altitude

 303  m s−1

Water  1482  m s−1

Steel  5960  m s−1

How does the source determine the frequency?
Wave frequency will be determined by how fast the source of the wave is 
vibrating/oscillating. The faster the source is vibrating the higher the frequency of a 
wave. Take sound for example, a speaker vibrating slower will produce a sound at a 
lower frequency. Light is another example, the faster an atom vibrates, such as when 
it gets hotter, the higher the frequency electromagnetic wave it will produce.

MISCONCEPTION

‘The speed of a wave is the speed 
of an individual particle.’
Wave speed is the speed at which the 
crests and troughs, or compressions 
and rarefactions, move. An individual 
particle within the wave can be 
moving, faster, slower or not at all 
without actually a!ecting the speed 
of the wave.

USEFUL TIP

Don’t forget that frequency and 
period are linked through an inverse 
relationship. This means that the 
source will also determine the period 
of a wave. The faster the source 
vibrates the higher the frequency 
and the lower the period will be.

Progress questions

Question 5 
What could a student do to change the wave speed along a rope?

A. Change the frequency of wave generation.

B. Use a rope with different physical properties.

C. Change the period of wave generation.

D. Increase the amplitude of the waves.

Question 6 
A particle begins to vibrate at a faster rate than before. The electromagnetic 
wave the atom produces will be

A. a higher frequency than before.

B. a lower frequency than before.

C. the same frequency as before.

D. a higher amplitude than before.

How do the speed and frequency determine wavelength?
Wavelength can be found using speed and frequency through the wave equation. 
This equation relates the three quantities and holds for all types of waves 
including light.

FORMULA

 v = f  
 v =  wave speed (m s−1) 
 f =  frequency (Hz or s−1) 
  =  wavelength (m)
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The wave equation using period instead of frequency, given  f =   1 __ T    ,takesthe
following form:

FORMULA

 v =     __ T   

 v =  wave speed (m s−1) 
  =  wavelength (m) 
 T =  wave period (s)

USEFUL TIP

Velocity is defined by how fast 
something moves (speed) and in what 
direction it moves. When referring to v 
in this chapter concerning waves, 
only the speed is considered.

WORKED EXAMPLE 2

A wave of frequency 48 Hz is travelling along a string at a speed of 24 m s−1.Calculatethewavelength, .

Step 1
Identify the frequency and velocity of the wave, and the 
equation that relates these variables.

 f = 48  Hz,  v = 24  m s−1,   = ? 

 v = f  

Step 2
Substitute values into the equation and solve for wavelength  
. ayattentiontothecorrectunitsandsignificantfigures.

 24 = 48 ×  

  =   24 ___ 48   = 0.50  m

Progress questions

Question 7 
Identify the speed that light travels through a vacuum in kilometres per 
second (km s−1).

A. 300kms−1

B. 300000kms−1

Question 8 
Aloudspeakeremitsasoundoffrequency30 .Thespeedofsoundinair
intheseconditionsis330ms−1. Which one of the following best gives the 
wavelength of the sound?

A. 30m
B. 11 m

C. 3.3m
D. 0.091 m

VCAA 2015 exam Detailed Study 6 Q1

Question 9 
Which of the following will occur when the frequency of a wave is doubled?

A. The amplitude will double.

B. The speed will double.

C. The wavelength will double.

D. The period will halve. Continues →
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Question 10 
Which of the four waves has the greatest speed?
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Theory summary
• The properties that waves have that determine their behaviour are:

 – frequency, period, wavelength, and amplitude.

 – the properties are found by graphing the wave.

• All waves can be represented by a graph.

 – Graphs showing the wave at a single point in time will have distance as its 
horizontal axis.

 � Such graphs are used to find wavelength and amplitude.

 – Graphs showing a particle in the wave over a period in time will have time 
as its horizontal axis.

 � Such graphs are used to find period, frequency, and amplitude.

• Wave speed is determined by the medium through which the wave travels.

• Wave frequency is determined by the source of the wave.

•  v = f   relates frequency and wavelength to wave speed.

•  v =     __ T    relates wavelength and period to wave speed.

Table 4 Which property can be found from a graphed wave?

Graph type Amplitude Wavelength Period Frequency

Displacement 
distance

6 6 8 8

Displacement 
time

6 8 6 6

using  f =   1 __ T   

The content in this lesson is 
considered fundamental prior 
knowledge to light as a wave 
(Unit 4 AOS 1).

CONCEPT DISCUSSION

Discuss the di!erence between wave speed and the frequency of a wave. Does both 
or just one a!ect wavelength? If so, how?

Prompts:

• What is wave speed and what determines its value?
• What is frequency and what determines its value?
• Is there a mathematical relationship that relates frequency and wave speed 

to wavelength?
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1B Questions
Deconstructed exam-style

Use the following information to answer questions 11–14.

The diagram shows part of a travelling wave. The wave 
propagates with a speed of 18 m s−1.

Question 11 (1 MARK) 
What unit is represented on the horizontal and vertical axis?

A. mm

B. cm

C. m

Question 12 (1 MARK) 
What is the wavelength?

A. 3cmwhichis0.03m
B. 6 cm which is 0.06 m

C. 9 cm which is 0.09 m

D. 12 cm which is 0.12 m

Question 13 (1 MARK) 
hichequationallowsustofindfrequencyfromwavespeedandwavelength

A.  v = f  

B.  v =     __ T   

C.  f =   1 __ T   

Question 14 (3 MARKS) 
Identify the amplitude and calculate the frequency of the wave.

Adapted from 2021 VCAA exam Multiple choice Q13

Exam-style

Question 15 (2 MARKS) 
Asetofspeakersataschoolassemblyaredrivingsoundwavesatafrequencyof135 .Calculatethe
resultingwavelengthinmetres(m),assumingthespeedofsoundinairis340ms−1.

Adapted from 2018 VCAA exam Short answer Q11a

Mild  $$Medium  $$Spicy 
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Question 16 (5 MARKS) 
The two graphs were generated from a longitudinal wave 
in a spring that is travelling horizontally to the right. 
Take displacement to the right as positive.

a. Which graph relates to the whole spring, and which 
specificallyrelatestoonepointofthespring  (1 MARK)

b. hatistheamplitudeofthewave  (1 MARK)

c. hatisthewavelengthofthewave  (1 MARK)

d. hatistheperiodofthewave  (1 MARK)

e. hatisthefrequencyofthewave  (1 MARK)

Question 17 (2 MARKS) 
A cruise ship’s instruments determine the time between the crests of a series of massive waves 
is  T = 30.0  s and the distance between them, or wavelength, is   = 500  m.

a. Calculate the speed the wave is travelling in m s−1. (1 MARK)

b. Calculatethefrequencyofthewavein . (1 MARK)

Question 18 (2 MARKS) 
Students are using a microwave oven to reheat their food.

Take the speed of microwaves to be  3.0 × 1 0   8   m s−1. The label on the microwave oven claims it produces 
microwaves of wavelength 0.040 m to 0.060 m.

a. Calculatetheperiodofthe0.040mmicrowaves.Giveananswerinseconds. (1 MARK)

b. Identify whether electromagnetic waves with   = 0.040  m or   = 0.060  m have 
greaterenergy. (1 MARK)

Adapted from VCAA (NHT) 2018 exam Short answer Q11a

Question 19 (1 MARK) 
Identify why increasing wave frequency does not increase wave speed.

Question 20 (4 MARKS) 
The two displacement-distance graphs represent a mechanical wave 
at two points in time.

a. eterminethewavelengthofthiswave. (1 MARK)

b. hatisthelowestpossiblefrequencyofthewave  (2 MARKS)

c. hatisthespeedofthewavebasedonthisfrequency  (1 MARK) 
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Question 21 (4 MARKS) 
The following graph relates to a transverse wave in a string that is moving 
to the right.

a. In what direction (up, down, left, right) are the particles located at 
positions A, B and C moving at the instant shown? If a particle is not 
moving,write notmoving . (3 MARKS)

b. What will be the location of particle A after another period has 
passed  (1 MARK)

Question 22 (3 MARKS) 
Mobile phones emit electromagnetic waves of around  f = 450 × 1 0   6   Hz.

Take the speed of light to be  3.0 × 1 0   8   m s−1.

What is the wavelength of light produced by a mobile phone? Provide an answer in centimetres.

Question 23 (2 MARKS) 
A student is using waves to determine the identity of an unknown gas.

Theymeasurethatthefrequencyofsoundwavesthroughthegasis534 andthewavelengthis0.500m.
Calculate the speed of the wave, and hence determine which gas the sound is passing through.

Gas Speed of sound (m s−1)

Helium 1007

Krypton 221

Hydrogen 1270

Nitrogen 349

Oxygen 326

Carbon dioxide 267

Question 24 (2 MARKS) 
ominiqueissinginganotewithaperiodof0.005s. hefindsthatthenoteisflat(thefrequencyistoolow).

Explain whether she should make the period of the note longer or shorter to correct her pitch.

Key science skills

Question 25 (3 MARKS) 
Izzy and Emma are using a technique called interferometry to each take 5 repeated measurements of the 
wavelength of a laser that has an actual wavelength of 695 nm.

I ytakesthefollowingmeasurements:690nm,697nm,693nm,694nm,707nm.

Emma takes the following measurements: 697 nm, 698 nm, 694 nm, 699 nm, 696 nm.

Identify and explain which set of results is more accurate and which set is more precise.

FROM LESSON 11C

Previous lessons

Question 26 (2 MARKS) 
Which image shows an example of a transverse wave. Explain your answer.

FROM LESSON 1A
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

electromagnetic spectrum the range of all electromagnetic waves ordered 
by frequency and wavelength
radiation the transmission of energy in the form of electromagnetic waves 
or high-speed particles

What type of everyday electromagnetic wave does this 
symbol represent?
Sunlight is just one type of electromagnetic wave (also called electromagnetic 
radiation) that is a part of a whole family of electromagnetic waves. This lesson 
introduces the concept of light emitted from the Sun as electromagnetic waves 
and discusses the properties and uses of other electromagnetic waves which 
are collectively called the electromagnetic spectrum.

Everyday electromagnetism1C

Image: Artstrov/Shutterstock.com

The electromagnetic spectrum 1.1.5.1 & 1.1.6.1

All possible frequencies of electromagnetic waves comprise the electromagnetic 
spectrum. The different regions of the electromagnetic spectrum all have valuable 
uses within society.

Theory and applications
Many modern technologies, from mobile phones to medical equipment, as well  
the ability to see light, rely upon the electromagnetic spectrum. The electromagnetic 
spectrumisdividedintoregionsdefinedbytheirfrequencyrangeasshownin igure1.

ESSENTIAL PRIOR KNOWLEDGE

1A Describe electromagnetism
1B  Understand frequency and 

wavelength
See questions 4–5.

STUDY DESIGN DOT POINTS

• describe electromagnetic radiation 
emitted from the Sun as mainly 
ultraviolet, visible and infrared

• compare the wavelength and 
frequencies of di!erent regions 
of the electromagnetic spectrum, 
including radio, microwave, infrared, 
visible, ultraviolet, x-ray and gamma, 
and compare the di!erent uses each 
has in society

1A 1B 1C 1D 1E

1.1.5.1 & 1.1.6.1 The electromagnetic 
spectrum

ACTIVITIES

Log into your Edrolo account for 
activities that support this lesson.

Atom sizeBuilding size

Visible Spectrum

Long wavelength
Low frequency
Low energy

Short wavelength
High frequency
High energy

0.0001nm0.01nm10nm1000nm0.01cm1cm1m100m

FM TV Radar TV remote Light bulb Sun X-ray machine Radioactive elements

Radio waves Microwaves Infrared Ultraviolet X-rays Gamma rays

AM

Image: VectorMine/Shutterstock.com

Figure 1 The electromagnetic spectrum
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The visible spectrum makes up a very small proportion of the electromagnetic 
spectrum. Although the human eye can distinguish about over a million different 
colours within this visible region, the other regions are invisible to the human eye. 
Figure 2(a) shows that only one small region of the electromagnetic spectrum 
(shown in Figure 2(b) with wavelengths between   390  nm and   780  nm)  
is visible light.
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Images (left to right), udaix: VectorMinet/Shutterstock.com

Figure 2  The visible spectrum of electromagnetic radiation (a) and their wavelengths (b)

How do frequency and wavelength influence the properties  
of electromagnetic waves?
The Sun emits radiation mostly as infrared (  50% ), visible light (  40% ),  
and ultraviolet (   10%). ee igure3.

Electromagnetic radiation from the visible part of the spectrum is generally better 
than infrared at penetrating (transmitting) through the Earth’s atmosphere.

The shorter wavelength, higher energy (blue) spectral region of the visible 
spectrum scatters as it passes through the atmosphere more than the longer 
wavelength, lower energy (red) spectral region. This causes the sky to appear  
blue and the Sun to appear yellow on Earth.

The more dangerous non-visible higher energy ultraviolet radiation (which has  
a higher frequency and shorter wavelength than visible light) is mostly absorbed 
by the ozone layer around the Earth, but some reaches the surface.

USEFUL TIP

It is common to refer to all types of 
electromagnetic radiation as ‘light’. 
Light that we can see is called ‘visible’ 
light. This is a very small region of  
the entire spectrum.
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Figure 3 Graph showing the proportions  
of radiation emitted from the Sun

MISCONCEPTION

‘All radiation is dangerous.’
Electromagnetic radiation makes up 
all of the waves of the electromagnetic 
spectrum, some of which are harmless 
to humans (e.g. visible light) and 
others that are very dangerous  
(e.g. gamma radiation).

Progress questions

Question 1 
What determines the wave properties of electromagnetic waves?

A. wavelength and frequency

B. radiation and distance

Question 2 
Which of the following statements about radio waves, microwaves, infrared, 
visible, ultraviolet, x-ray, and gamma rays is false?

A. They are all examples of electromagnetic waves.

B. They are all different with no shared properties.

C. They all exist on a spectrum and have some common properties.

Continues →
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How are the properties of electromagnetic waves utilised 
by society?
The following summarises the properties and uses of the seven regions of the 
electromagnetic spectrum in order of increasing frequency and increasing energy.

Radio waves
• Travel long distances uninterrupted due to their long wavelength.

• iffractaroundobstacleslikebuildingsandmountainsandcanreflectoffthe
ionosphere to help travel long distances.

• Mostly used in radio and television communications (see Figure 4) where they are 
emitted by radio towers and picked up by antennae on devices such as car radios

Microwaves
• Used to heat food in microwave ovens.

• Also used for mobile phone signals, Wi-Fi and radar systems.

• Cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation is electromagnetic radiation 
which was created in the early stages of the universe and continues to reach 
Earth, and provides strong evidence for the Big Bang Theory.

Infrared1

• All objects emit electromagnetic radiation due to the thermal vibration 
of charged particles. At temperatures for which life exists most of this radiation  
is infrared. For this reason thermal vision goggles use infrared and convert  
it to visible light to ‘see’ temperature – see Figure 5.

• When infrared radiation hits an object, it causes the particles in that object  
to vibrate so the object heats up. Radiator heaters and heating lamps use 
this principle.

• It is also used in some forms of signal transmission such as TV remote controls.

Visible
• It allows humans (and many species) to see.

• henweseeanob ectascoloured,theob ectisreflectingthewavelengths
of the colour it appears to be and absorbing the complementary (all other) 
wavelengths (see Figure 6). White light contains all frequencies of visible light.

• Red is at the low frequency/long wavelength end of the visible spectrum and violet 
is at the high frequency/short wavelength end as shown in Figure 2.

How we see the colour red

White light Red colour reflected
Other colours absorbed

Red surface
Image: udaix/Shutterstock.com

Figure 6 How we see colours

KEEN TO INVESTIGATE?
1  How does infrared help us at the 

scene of a crime? 
Search YouTube: Solving crime  
with infrared

Image: pongpinun traisrisilp/Shutterstock.com

Figure 5 A thermal image

Amplitude Modulation (AM)

Frequency Modulation (FM)

Carrier Signal

Digital AM

Digital Signal

Image: Fouad A. Saad/Shutterstock.com

Figure 4 The di!erent shapes of radio waves

Question 3 
Why is the sky blue?

A. Because all the other colours except blue are absorbed by the atmosphere.

B. Blue light is scattered more than other colours because it travels as shorter, 
smaller waves.

Question 4 
Rollo points an electromagnetic wave detector at the Sun. The detector picks  
up large amounts of infrared, visible light, and a moderate amount of ultraviolet 
radiation. Which is the best reason that he detects only very small amounts 
of light from the other parts of the spectrum?

A. Even though the Sun produces a large amount of all types of electromagnetic 
radiation, the atmosphere absorbs most of the light that is not infrared, 
visible or ultraviolet.

B. The Sun does not release other types of light.

C. The other types of radiation are mostly absorbed by other celestial bodies 
like Mercury, Mars, Venus, and the Moon.

D. The Sun mainly emits infrared, visible, and ultraviolet radiation.
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Ultraviolet2

• Used in sterilisation processes and to cure (harden) different materials  
due to its high energy.

• Used in black lights (UV light bulbs) for forensic analysis (see Figure 7) as it 
causesothersubstances,includingbodilyfluids,tofluoresce(emitvisiblelight).

• Produced along with visible light and infrared by the Sun.

X-ray 
• High energy and highly penetrating.

• Useful for imaging bone structures as they pass easily through soft tissue  
(see Figure 8).

• Candamagethe Aincellsorevenkillcellsinsignificantdoses.
• Produced by cosmic objects and used by astronomers to study those objects.

Gamma rays 
• Higher energy, more penetrating, and more damaging than x-rays.

• Produced by nuclear reactions.

• Used in medicine to target and kill tumour cells but care must be taken  
to minimise damage to other cells.

• Produced by cosmic objects and used by astronomers to study those objects.

KEEN TO INVESTIGATE?
2  Why does tonic water glow  

in the dark under UV light? 
Search YouTube: The world in UV

Image: imagineerinx/Shutterstock.com

Figure 7 Body oils fluoresce under UV

Image: Teo Tarras/Shutterstock.com

Figure 8 A medical x-ray image

MISCONCEPTION

‘Radio waves are the sound from  
the radio.’
Radio waves are the electromagnetic 
wave that carries information between 
the radio antennas and the radio, the 
radio itself then transforms a radio 
wave into a sound wave.

Progress questions

Question 5 
Which of the following best gives the different regions of the electromagnetic 
spectrum in order from longest wavelength to shortest wavelength?

A. ultraviolet, visible light, infra-red, microwaves

B. microwaves, ultraviolet, visible light, infra-red

C. visible light, ultraviolet, infra-red, microwaves

D. microwaves, infra-red, visible light, ultraviolet

2018 VCAA (NHT) exam Section A Q15

Question 6 
Moving along the entire electromagnetic spectrum from radio to gamma  
waves, which option correctly describes the way wavelength, frequency,  
and energy change?

Wavelength Frequency Energy

A. Decreases Increases Increases

B. Increases Decreases Increases

C. Increases Increases Decreases

D. Decreases Increases Decreases
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1C Questions
Deconstructed exam-style

Use the following information to answer questions 7–9.

A student was asked to design an experiment to investigate the light that is emitted from the Sun using  
a spectroscope. Some examples of spectroscopes are shown.

Question 7 (1 MARK) 
Which of the following is not an important safety precaution that the student must follow?

A. Be careful not to touch hot surfaces that have been in the Sun.

B. Do not stand in the Sun for a prolonged period of time.

C. Only do this investigation on a very bright sunny day.

D. ointthespectroscopeatreflectedlightfromawhitepieceofpaper.

Mild  $$Medium  $$Spicy 

Image: Imfoto/Shutterstock.com

Screen

Tube

CD

Theory summary
• Electromagnetic radiation emitted from the Sun is mainly composed  

of ultraviolet, visible and infrared light.

• Figure 9 shows how the electromagnetic spectrum can be divided into 
spectral regions according to frequency and/or wavelength which determine 
their properties. 

Visible Spectrum

Long wavelength
Low frequency
Low energy

Short wavelength
High frequency
High energy

Radio waves Microwaves Infrared Ultraviolet X-rays Gamma rays

Image: MaciejForyszewski/Shutterstock.com

Figure 9 The electromagnetic spectrum

CONCEPT DISCUSSION

Radio waves and microwaves are used to communicate information, such as the 
information of a voice between mobile phones. Other regions of the electromagnetic 
spectrum could carry information in the same way. Discuss why visible light and gamma 
waves, for example, are not used in communication technology in the same way as radio 
waves and microwaves.

Prompts:

• What property must an information-carrying signal have in order to reach  
its destination?

• What are the properties of visible light or gamma waves, for example?

The content in this lesson is considered 
fundamental prior knowledge to light 
as a wave (Unit 4 AOS 1).

KEEN TO INVESTIGATE?

What electromagnetic waves are 
outside of our visible spectrum? 
Search YouTube:  
The Electromagnetic Spectrum
How do solar flares occur? 
Search YouTube: A guide to solar flares
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Question 8 (1 MARK) 
Some spectroscopes might show black lines on the spectrum as shown. 
What do these black lines represent?

A. frequency of the light

B. wavelength of the light

C. all electromagnetic waves

D. absorbed light by the atmosphere

Question 9 (2 MARKS) 
escribethedifferencebetweenultravioletandinfraredlightandgiveapossiblereasonwhytheyaredifficult

to see through a spectroscope.

Exam-style

Question 10 (3 MARKS) 
We can show how a radio transforms radio waves into sound as the translation of verbal language 
into sign language. As the presenter speaks, the interpreter translates the information into Auslan 
(sign language) so that deaf people can access the information.

Using the table, match the stages of translating verbal language into sign language with the stages 
of transforming a radio signal into sound (shown in an incorrect order).

Transforming a radio signal into sound Translating verbal language into sign language

Radio emits sound Presenter speaks

Radio station sends a radio wave signal Translator hears the spoken words

Radio receives radio waves Translator communicates in sign language

Question 11 (1 MARK) 
Order the following regions of the electromagnetic spectrum from longest wavelength to shortest wavelength. 

orangelight x-rays microwaves radio ultraviolet infrared

Question 12 (1 MARK) 
Order the following regions of the electromagnetic spectrum from highest energy to lowest energy.

redlight radio ultraviolet bluelight infrared gamma

Question 13 (1 MARK) 
The vertical lines in the diagram show the wavelengths of light which a 
mercury atom can emit (known as an emission spectrum). The following 
listgivesthefivevisiblecoloursthatareemittedbythemercuryatom.

yellow green blue-green blue violet

Identify which band (A, B, C, D or E) represents the green emission.

Adapted from VCAA 2018 exam Short answer Q19a

Key science skills

Question 14 (2 MARKS) 
Students measure the wavelength of a red laser to be 658 nm. Express this wavelength in the appropriate 
Iunittotwosignificantfigures.

FROM LESSON 11B

Missing wavelengths

350 450 550 650 750
Image: pOrbital.com/Shutterstock.com

 
Image: Dave Hewison Photography 
/Shutterstock.com
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Previous lessons

Question 15 (1 MARK) 
When radiation from the Sun reaches the Earth’s surface, it has to travel to the Earth’s atmosphere and 
then through the atmosphere. Identify the property of electromagnetic waves that allows them to reach 
Earth’s atmosphere from the Sun.

FROM LESSON 1A

Question 16 (1 MARK) 
All waves of the electromagnetic spectrum in a vacuum have the same

A. energy.

B. speed.

C. wavelength.

D. frequency.

FROM LESSON 1A
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

angle of incidence the angle to the normal of a ray approaching a medium boundary
angle of reflection the angle to the normal of a ray reflected at a medium boundary
angle of refraction the angle to the normal of a ray refracted at a medium boundary
critical angle the angle above which total internal reflection occurs
normal an imaginary line perpendicular to the medium boundary at the point 
of incidence
refraction the change in direction of a wave moving between two mediums with 
di!erent refractive indices
refractive index for a given medium, the ratio of the speed of light in a vacuum  
to the speed of light in that medium
total internal reflection the reflection of all incident light at a boundary between  
two mediums
transmission the transfer of wave energy through or between wave mediums

FORMULAS

• refractive index 
 n = c __ v   

• refractive index and wave speed 
  n  1   v  1   =  n  2   v  2   

• Snell’s Law 
   n  1  sin (   1  )  =  n  2  sin (   2  )   

• critical angle 
   n  1  sin (   c  )  =  n  2    

• wave equation (frequency) 
 v =  

Why does light only shine out of the edges and the letters?
The understanding of light as electromagnetic waves can help explain how light 
behaves as it moves between di!erent materials. This lesson discusses the 
behaviour of electromagnetic waves at boundaries between di!erent materials, 
and how this behaviour is predicted and utilised for applications in everyday life.

Refraction and reflection1D

Image: LifeisticAC/Shutterstock.com

ESSENTIAL PRIOR KNOWLEDGE

1A Speed of light in a vacuum
1A Light as electromagnetic waves
1B Velocity and frequency of waves

 • Using   sin    ( )   and    sin   −1  (a)   
See questions 6–9.

STUDY DESIGN DOT POINT

• investigate and analyse theoretically 
and practically the behaviour of 
waves including:

 – refraction using Snell’s Law:  
   n  1  sin (   1  )  =  n  2  sin (   2  )    and 
  n  1   v  1   =  n  2   v  2   

 – total internal reflection and critical 
angle including applications: 
   n  1  sin (   c  )  =  n  2  sin (90°)   

1A 1B 1C 1D 1E

1.1.7.1 Refractive indices and light 
at boundaries

1.1.7.2 Snell’s Law

1.1.7.3 Total internal reflection and 
critical angle

ACTIVITIES

Log into your Edrolo account for 
activities that support this lesson.
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Refractive indices and light 
at boundaries 1.1.7.1

When light crosses a boundary between different mediums it can change speed.  
This change in speed causes it to refract (change direction - see Figure 1).  
Therefractiveindexisameasureofthespeedoflighttravellingthroughaspecific
medium. The greater the refractive index the slower light moves in that medium.

Theory and applications
Light travels fastest through a vacuum because there is no matter for it to interact 
with. When light reaches a boundary between two mediums it can change both 
speed and direction of travel causing phenomena such as mirages and rainbows 
which are covered in Lesson 1E.

How is the refractive index of a medium determined?
The speed of light in a medium will depend on the physical characteristics of the 
medium (including temperature, density, and type of material) and the frequency  
of the light. The refractive index, n, is found from the ratio between the speed 
of light in a vacuum, c, and the speed of light in that medium, v.

Medium A boundary

Medium B

Light changes 
speed and direction

Figure 1 Refraction can occur when light 
changes speed.

WORKED EXAMPLE 1

Light in a glass block has a speed of 2.0 × 108 m s−1 and the speed of light in water is 1.15 times faster 
than light in the glass block.

a. Calculate the refractive index of the glass block.

Step 1
Identify wave speed and refractive index,  
and the formula that relates these variables.

  v  glass   = 2.0 × 1 0   8   m s−1,  c = 3.0 × 1 0   8   m s−1, 

  n  glass   = ? 

 n =   c __ v   

Step 2
Substitute values into the formula and solve for the 
refractive index of the glass block nglass. Note the correct 
answer for the refractive index will not have any units.

  n  glass   =   3.0 × 1 0   8  _________ 
2.0 × 1 0   8 

   =  1.50 = 1.5

Continues →

FORMULA

 n = c __ v  
n = refractive index of medium (no units) 
c = speed of light in a vacuum (3.0  ×  108 m s−1) 
v = speed of light in medium (m s−1)

FORMULA

  n  1   v  1   =  n  2   v  2   

  n  1    = refractive index of first medium (no units) 
  v  1    = speed of light in first medium (m s−1) 
   n 2    = refractive index of second medium (no units) 
  v  2    = speed of light in second medium (m s−1)

Because the speed of light never exceeds  c , the minimum value for a refractive index 
is one (n 1).Thespeedoflightinairisveryclosetoc so nair is approximately equal 
to 1.00, whereas light travels slower in water which has refractive index nwater 1.33.

romthedefinitionofrefractiveindex,therefractiveindicesandspeedsoflight 
in two different mediums can be related mathematically.
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b. Calculate the refractive index of the water.

Step 1
Identify the wave speeds and refractive indices,  
and the formula that relates these variables.

  n  1   =  n  glass   = 1.5 ,   v  1   =  v  glass   = 2.0 × 1 0   8   m s−1, 

  n  2   =  n  water   = ? ,   v  2   =  v  water   = ? 

  n  1   v  1   =  n  2   v  2   

Step 2
Calculate the speed of light in the water v2. It is stated 
in the question that v2 is 1.15 times faster than v1.

  v  2   =  v  1   × 1.15 = 2.0 × 1 0   8  × 1.15 

  v  2   = 2.3 0  × 1 0   8  2.3 10 8   m s−1

Step 3
Substitute values into the formula and solve  
for the refractive index of water n2.

 1.5 × 2.0 × 1 0   8  =  n  2   × 2.3 × 1 0   8  

  n  2   =   1.5 × 2.0 × 1 0   8   ______________ 
2.3 × 1 0   8 

    = 1.30 1.3

How does light behave at boundaries between mediums?
How light moves as it changes between mediums depends on the refractive indices 
of those mediums as well as the angle that it arrives at the boundary between them. 
We use the refractive indices and the angle it arrives at the boundary to predict:

• which direction the light will move in,

• at what angle the light will deviate.

heneverlighthitsaboundarybetweentwomediums,someofthelightwillreflect
back into the medium it is travelling in as shown in Figure 2. Light that is transmitted 
from one medium into another may refract (change direction). This is caused by 
light slowing down or speeding up as it travels between the mediums.

The angles of incidence (    i  ),reflection(   re lect   ), and refraction (    r   ), are always 

measured between the relevant ray of light and the normal. Light will always 
bereflectedatthesameangletothenormalasitwasincident(   i   =    re lect   ). 

The amount and direction light will refract depends on the ratio between 
the refractive indices of the two mediums.

Image: noprati somchit/Shutterstock.com

Figure 2 Reflection and refraction often occur 
at the same time

Progress questions

Question 1 
Higher refractive indices correspond to

A. lower speeds of light in a medium.

B. higher speeds of light in a medium.

Question 2 
Which of the following statements is true?

A. n = 1 is the lowest possible value for a refractive index.

B. A vacuum has refractive index n = 1.

C. When light moves through a medium with refractive index n = 1,  
itistravellingat3.0 108 m s−1.

D. All of the above

USEFUL TIP

Dividing&      o        
  ___________    o           ock    

can give an indication as to how many 
times faster light travels through the 
water than the glass.
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Incident ray Reflected ray

Refracted ray

Normal Incident ray Reflected rayNormal

Normal

Refracted ray

Normal

nlower
nhigher nlower

nhigher

θi

θr
θr

θreflect = θi

θi

θreflect = θi

Figure 3 Rays of light at a boundary where the light is moving into (a) a slower medium  
and (b) a faster medium.

When light travels from its current medium into one with a higher refractive index, 
asin igure3(a),it:

• bends towards the normal,

• therefore the angle of refraction     r    will be less than the angle of incidence     i     .

When light travels from its current medium into one with a lower refractive index,  
asin igure3(b),it:

• bends away from the normal,

• therefore the angle of refraction     r    will be greater than the angle of incidence     i   .1

An easy way to see refraction in action is to put a pencil partially into a glass of water. 
Due to the refraction of the light coming off the pencil at the air-water boundary,  
the pencil will appear bent or disjointed, as shown in Figure 4.

MISCONCEPTION

‘If the incident light travels in the 
direction normal to the boundary, 
crossing the boundary will have  
no e!ect on it.’
Light crossing the boundary at an 
angle of incidence of 0° means that  
it will not change direction, however  
its speed (and therefore its wavelength) 
will still be a!ected by changing 
medium. When passing between 
mediums, the frequency of light  
will be unchanged.

KEEN TO INVESTIGATE?
1  Why does light bend when  

it enters glass? 
Search YouTube: Why does  
light bend when it enters glass?

Image: Kuki Ladron de Guevara/Shutterstock.com

Figure 4 Refraction makes a pencil in water 
appear disjointed.

Progress questions

Question 3 
ightwillreflect

A. only when light hits a shiny surface, such as a mirror.

B. whenever light reaches the boundary between two different mediums.

Question 4 
hichoptioncorrectlyidentifiestheangles

ofincidence,reflectionandrefractionin
the diagram?

Angle of incidence Angle of refraction

A.       a               c   

B.     e       d       a   

C.     f       c           

D.     e       d       c   

Continues →

θf

θe θd

θc

θb

θa
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Snell’s Law 1.1.7.2

Snell’s Law gives a formula for light passing between mediums, relating the 
refractive indices of each medium with the angle of incidence and angle of refraction.

Theory and applications
We use Snell’s Law to calculate the direction light, compared to the normal,  
will move after travelling through the boundary between mediums. Snell’s Law  
has a wide range of applications in optics, the branch of physics that studies  
the behaviour of light, helping construct cameras, eyeglasses and contact lenses.

How is Snell’s Law used to calculate refraction?
The angle of refraction is related to the incident angle and the refractive indices  
of the boundary medium by Snell’s Law. The relationship between these four values  
is shown in Figure 5.

Question 5 
Which of the following statements is correct?

A. Light bends towards the normal whenever it enters a medium with a high 
refractive index.

B. Light bends away from the normal whenever it enters a medium with  
a high refractive index.

C. Light bends towards the normal whenever it passes from a lower refractive 
index medium to a higher refractive index medium.

D. Light bends towards the normal whenever it passes from a higher refractive 
index medium to a lower refractive index medium.

FORMULA

   n  1  sin (   1  )  =  n  2  sin (   2  )   

n1 = refractive index of first medium (no units) 
θ1 = angle to the normal in first medium (°) 
n2 = refractive index of second medium (no units) 
θ2 = angle to the normal in second medium (°)

One of the primary applications of Snell’s Law is in the making of eyeglasses.  
By manipulating the shape and thickness of the glass lenses, the direction that  
the light travels towards the eye can be altered. This means that glasses can 
be made to correct inaccuracies in the way the eyes focus light.2

Images appear blurry when the rays of light coming off them are focused at a point 
that is not on the retina, as shown in Figure 6(a). Optometrists use Snell’s Law 
to calculate the exact shape and thickness of lenses to change the direction 
of incoming light, such that the eye refracts the rays to focus exactly onto the 
retina, shown in Figure 6(b).

KEEN TO INVESTIGATE?
2  Why does a convex lens magnify 

an image?  
Search YouTube: Lenses and virtual 
images explained

θ1

θ2

n1

n2

v1

v2

Figure 5 Snell’s Law at a boundary between 
two mediums.

Focus point exactly on retina

Corrective lens

Focus point in front of retina

Figure 6 (a) Light incorrectly focused 
by the eye, and (b) correctly focused with 
a corrective lens.
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WORKED EXAMPLE 2

A ray of light passes from air (n = 1.00) to water (n 1.33).Iftheincidentangleoftherayis43.0 ,
calculate the angle of refraction.

Step 1
Identify the refractive indices and angles of incidence  
and refraction, and Snell’s Law which relates these variables. 
Note that the incident ray in this case refers to the light 
while it is travelling through the air.

  n  1   =  n  air   = 1.00 ,   n  2   =  n  water   = 1.33 ,     1   =    air   = 43.0° , 
    2   =    water   = ? 

   n  1  sin (   1  )  =  n  2  sin (   2  )   

Step 2
Substitute values into Snell’s Law and solve for the light ray’s 
angle of refraction in water    2   . Ensure that the calculator 
andtheunitofthefinalanswerisindegrees( ).

  1.00 × sin (43.0°)  = 1.33 × sin (   2  )   

     2   =  sin   −1  ( 1.00 × sin (  43.0° )    _______________ 1.33  )  = 30.84 = 30.8°  

Total internal reflection and 
critical angle 1.1.7.3

The critical angle is the incident angle at which the refracted angle is 90°. Light with 
anincidentanglegreaterthanthecriticalanglewillbetotallyinternallyreflected.

Theory and applications
It is possible for light to be refracted at a 90 degree angle away from the normal, 
or even for it to become impossible for light to be transmitted through a boundary. 
Thesephenomena,criticalangleandtotalinternalreflection,allowforgemstones 
to sparkle and for the construction of edge-lit LED panels.

Why does the critical angle only exist sometimes and how  
is it determined?
When light hits a boundary between the medium it is travelling through and one 
with a lower refractive index, it bends away from the normal (provided     i   0°). 

As a result, the angle of incidence can be increased to a point where the angle of 
refraction reaches 90°. The incident angle at which this occurs is called the critical 
angle, and is depicted in Figure 7.

Progress questions

Question 6 
A ray of light passes from glass ( n = 1.5 0) into an unknown medium ( n = ? ). 
The angle of incidence is     i   = 45.0°  and an angle of refraction is     r   = 50.0° .  

What is the refractive index of the unknown medium?

A. 1.38
B. 1.63
C. 1.35
D. 1.67

Question 7 
Which of the following relationships between the 
four labelled variables is correct?

A.   n 1  sin (  1  )  =  n 2  sin (  2  )  

B.   n 2  sin (  1  )  =  n 1  sin (  2  )  

C.   n 1  sin (90 −   1  )  =  n 2  sin (90 −   2  )  

D.   n 2  sin (90 −   1  )  =     n 1 sin(90 −   2    )  

USEFUL TIP

All the angles used in refraction 
formulas must be angles between  
a ray of light and the normal.  
If given an angle    between a ray  
of light and the boundary, we can find 
the angle between the ray and the 
normal by using   = 90 −    
in calculations instead.

φ1

φ2

n1

n2
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nlower

nhigher

θr = 0° 

θi = 0° 

0 < θi < θc 
θi = θc 

θi < θr < 90°

θr = 90°

Figure 7 Formation of a critical angle

The critical angle exists when light hits a boundary to a medium with a lower 
refractive index. If it reaches a boundary between its current medium and one  
with a higher refractive index then the refracted ray would bend towards the 
normal, and so the angle of refraction cannot reach  90°  since     i   >    r   .

Tofindthecriticalangle   c    using Snell’s Law, we assume that     1   =    c    and     2   = 90° . 
Since   sin (  90°  )   = 1.00 , nell s awcanberewrittentofindthecriticalangleas:

Rearranging for     c   :

      c   =  sin   −1  (   
 n  2  
 __  n  1    )    

See Table 1 for the critical angles for yellow light travelling in various materials 
reaching a boundary with air. Note that materials with lower refractive indices  
have higher critical angles in air.

Table 1 The critical angle and refractive index of yellow light at the boundary with  
air at 20°C.

Material Critical angle at 
boundary with air

Refractive index

Distilled water 48.6° 1.33

Table salt 41.8° 1.50

Glass 37.0° to 41.1° 1.52 to 1.66

Diamond 24.4° 2.42

FORMULA

   n  1  sin (   c  )  =  n  2    

n1 = refractive index of first medium (no units) 
    c    = critical angle between the medium (°) 
n2 = refractive index of second medium (no units)

STRATEGY

The formula    n  1  sin (   c  )  =  n  2     is an 
o'cial VCAA formula, however it 
assumes that the light is moving from 
medium 1 towards medium 2. In critical 
angle calculations, always ensure that   
n  1    corresponds to the medium light is 
initially moving through.

WORKED EXAMPLE 3

What is the critical angle for light passing from oil into air, given that   n  oil   = 1.46  and   n  air   = 1.00 ?

Step 1
Identify the refractive indices and the formula that relates 
refractive indices to critical angle. Ensure that the medium 
assigned to   n  1    is the source (incident) medium for  
this calculation.

  n  1   =  n  oil   = 1.46 ,   n  2   =  n  air   = 1.00 ,     c    = ?

   n  1  sin (   c  )  =  n  2    

Step 2
Substitute values into the formula and solve for the critical 
angle     c   .

  1.46 × sin (   c  )  = 1.00  

     c   = si n   −1  ( 1.00 ____ 1.46 )  = 43.23 = 43.2°  
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Why does total internal reflection occur and how is it useful?
If the angle of incidence is greater than the critical angle (i.e.     i   >    c   ), then the angle 

of refraction will be greater than 90°, so the light cannot be transmitted and will 
remaininitsinitialmedium.Thisisknownastotalinternalreflection,andisshown
in Figure 8.

nlower

nhigher

θr = 0° 

θi = 0° 

0 < θi < θc 
θi = θc 

θi > θc 

Total internal
reflection 

θi < θr < 90°

θr = 90°

Figure 8 Increasing angle of incidence beyond the critical angle

Acommoninstanceoftotalinternalreflectionisthesparklingofgemstones 
(see igure9).Gemsarecutinspecificwayssuchthatincominglightwillbetotally
internallyreflectedmanytimesbeforeleavingthegem(usuallythroughthetop
section), giving it a sparkly appearance. Diamonds have a particularly high refractive 
index of over 2.4 (and therefore low critical angle) so they are especially good at this.3

Totalinternalreflectionisalsousedtomakeedge-lit signs,liketheexitsign
shown at the start of this lesson. Light is shone into a thin glass panel at an angle 
suchthatitwilltotallyinternallyreflectofftheinsidesurfaces,andonlyleavethe
panel through the edges or through a design etched on the surface. This way the 
panel glows only in certain parts, and appears transparent in others.

MISCONCEPTION

‘Total internal reflection happens 
because light is refracted into its 
initial medium.’
Total internal reflection occurs 
because at angles greater than the 
critical angle, it is impossible for light 
to transmit and refract into the other 
medium, and so all light is reflected..

Figure 9 Total internal reflection inside 
a gemstone

KEEN TO INVESTIGATE?
3  What does it look like to shine  

a laser into a diamond? 
Search YouTube: 5 Total internal 
reflection in diamondProgress questions

Question 8 
A ray of light is travelling through water (n 1.33)andhitsaboundary
between the water and air (n 1.00). hichstatement,ifany,reflectswhat 
will occur at the boundary.

A. Thecriticalangleexistsandtotalinternalreflectionwilloccur.
B. Thecriticalangleexistsandtotalinternalreflectionmightoccur.
C. Thecriticalangledoesnotexistandtotalinternalreflectionwillnotoccur.
D. None of the above

Question 9 
hichofthefollowingcorrectlydescribeswhytotalinternalreflectionoccurs

A. Becausethelighthitsahighlyreflectivesurface,suchasamirror.
B. Because the angle of refraction would be over 90 degrees, the light refracts 

back into its initial medium.

C. Because the angle of refraction would be over 90 degrees, the light cannot 
betransmittedintothesecondmediumandthusalllightisreflectedinto 
its initial medium.

D. Becauselightalwaysreflectsataboundarybetweenmediums.
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Theory summary
• Refractive index is the ratio of speed of light in a vacuum to speed of light 

in a medium.

• At a boundary between mediums, light always reflects and can also  
be transmitted.

• The angle of reflection always equals the angle of incidence.
• Snell’s Law mathematically describes the refraction of waves at a boundary.

Thedecisionflowchartin igure10showsoutcomesfordifferentinstancesof
light hitting a boundary, including direction of refraction, critical angle, and total 
internalreflection.

START

Light in medium 1 hits
a boundary between

mediums 1 and 2

Some light is always
reflected with θreflect = θi

What is the relationship
between n1 and n2?

n1 = n2n1 < n2n1 > n2

What is the relationship
between 

θi and θc ?

Light is transmitted
(refracted) with

θr = θi

The critical angle
does not exist

The critical angle
does not exist

Yes

No

Light is transmitted
(refracted) with

θr < θi

Light is transmitted
(refracted) with

90° > θr > θi

Total internal
reflection occurs, no
light is transmitted

Light is transmitted
(refracted) with

θr = 90° > θi

The critical
angle exists

θi > θc θi < θcθi = θc

Does θi = 0° ?

Figure 10 Decision flow chart for light at boundaries

KEEN TO INVESTIGATE?

How can we make things 
appear invisible? 
Search YouTube: A real invisibility 
shield how does it work?

STRATEGY

Use Figure 10 to determine how 
light will move at a boundary given 
certain parameters, or alternatively 
if the light’s movement is already 
known use Figure 10 to determine the 
relationships between parameters that 
result in that outcome.

CONCEPT DISCUSSION

Sunny is standing in a lake to go spear fishing. There is a fish nearby her that is e!ectively 
motionless, and she is able to throw her spear in a perfectly straight line. However, whenever 
she throws her spear at the fish it always misses and travels above the fish instead.
Discuss with reference to refraction, why despite throwing her spear directly towards 
where she sees the fish, Sunny does not spear it.

Prompts:

• How does the light travel from the fish to Sunny’s eyes?
• How does this di!er from the paths light takes from objects in air to people’s eyes?
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1D Questions
Deconstructed exam-style

Use the following information to answer questions 10–13.

A light wave is travelling in a body of saltwater, which is enclosed in a plastic container. The wavelength  
and frequency of a light wave in saltwater are 510 nm and  4.085 ×  10   14   Hz. Take  c = 3.00 × 1 0   8   m s−1.

Question 10 (1 MARK) 
What is the speed of the light wave in saltwater?

A.  3.00 × 1 0   8    m s−1

B.  2.08 × 1 0   8    m s−1

C.  2.25 × 1 0   8    m s−1

Question 11 (1 MARK) 
What is the refractive index of the saltwater?

A. 1.33
B. 1.00

C. 1.44

Question 12 (1 MARK) 
If light travelling in medium 1 hits a boundary between mediums 1 and 2, what condition must  
be met for the critical angle to exist?

A.   n  1   >  n  2   

B.   n  1   <  n  2   

C. No condition must be met.

Question 13 (4 MARKS) 
What range of values can the refractive index of the plastic take such that it is possible for total internal 
reflectiontooccur

Exam-style

Question 14 (1 MARK) 
The refractive index of polycarbonate is 1.60. Calculate the speed of light in polycarbonate.

Question 15 (1 MARK) 
Thedesiredcriticalangleforanopticalfibrewith n  core   = 1.7  is 48°. What refractive index would  

thecladdingofthefibreneedinordertoachievethiscriticalangle

Question 16 (2 MARKS) 
A ray of light passes through the boundary between air ( n = 1.00 ) and glass. The incident angle  
is45.0 andtherefractedangleis30.0 .Calculatetherefractiveindexoftheglass.

Question 17 (2 MARKS) 
A ray of light is observed to bend when passing between two transparent liquids.  
Calculate the angle of refraction of the ray if it has an incident angle of 42.0°.

Mild  $$Medium  $$Spicy 

42° n1 = 1.32

n2 = 1.40θ
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Question 18 (2 MARKS) 
Anopticalfibrehasacorewitharefractiveindexof1.46and
a cladding with a refractive index of 1.28. Calculate the critical 
angleinsidetheopticalfibre.

Adapted from VCAA 2018 exam Short answer Q12b

Question 19 (2 MARKS) 
A laser light passes into and is then guided by the stream of a 
hose. Explain how it is possible for the stream to guide the light.

Question 20 (2 MARKS) 
Aglassfibrehasacriticalangleof50 inair. illtotalinternalreflectionstillbepossibleinsidethefibre 
if it is placed in a tub of water with  n 1.33 Assumetherefractiveindexofairis1.00.

Question 21 (1 MARK) 
A monochrome light ray passes through three different mediums, as shown  
in the diagram. Assume that   v  1    is the speed of light in Medium 1,   v  2    is the speed 
of light in Medium 2, and   v  3  isthespeedoflightin edium3. hichoneofthe
following would best represent the relative speeds in the mediums?

A.   v 1   >  v 2   >  v 3   

B.   v 1   >  v 3   >  v 2   

C.   v 3   >  v 2   >  v 1   

D.   v 3   >  v 1   >  v 2   

VCAA 2019 exam Multiple choice Q9

Question 22 (3 MARKS) 
The speed of a ray of light passing between two mediums with unknown refractive indices increases  
by a factor of 1.2. If the ray of light has a refracted angle of 60°, what is the incident angle?

Question 23 (3 MARKS) 
A light ray passes from air (n = 1.00) into a glass cube (n = 1.50) and then into a 
liquid (n 1.33).Theboundariesbetweenthemediumsareparallel.Calculatethe
magnitude(indegrees)ofthedifferencebetweentheinitialincidentangleof30 
andthefinalrefractedangle.

Question 24 (4 MARKS) 
Acubicprismisfloatinginwaterandhasarefractiveindexsuchthat 
  v  prism   = 0.80 ×  v  water    and   v  prism   = 0.60 ×  v  air   .Amonochromaticlightrayfromthe
water hits the prism at 55° to the normal. Determine whether the ray will be totally 
internallyreflectedthenexttimeitreachesaboundary,assumingthenextboundary
is on the opposite face of the prism. Do not assume values for the refractive indices 
of air or water.

Cladding n = 1.28

Core n = 1.46
Air

Medium 1

Medium 2

Medium 3

n = 1.00 n = 1.50 n = 1.33

30°

θr

Air

Water
Prism

55°
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Key science skills

Question 25 (7 MARKS) 
Ascientistisanalysingthediamondengagementringgiventothembytheirfianc .Theyvarytheincident
angle of a 540 nm green laser light and record the refracted angle after it moves from air (n = 1.00) into  
the diamond. Real diamonds have refractive indices above 2.80.

a. What are the dependent and independent variables in this experiment? Also name one controlled 
variableinthisexperiment. (3 MARKS)

b. Thescientistplotstheresults.Calculatethegradientofthelineofbestfit. (2 MARKS)

 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

si
n(

θ r )

sin(θi )

c. sethevalueofthegradienttodeterminewhetherthediamondanalysedisreal. (2 MARKS)

FROM LESSONS 11A & 11E

Previous lessons

Question 26 (3 MARKS) 
requencyandwavelengtharebothpropertiesofwaves.Brieflydescribeeachoftheseandidentifywhich

of these is only determined by the wave source.

FROM LESSON 1B

Question 27 (1 MARK) 
Which of the following statements about electromagnetic waves is true?

A. X-rays have longer wavelengths than wavelengths in the ultraviolet region.

B. The Sun releases mostly waves in the ultraviolet part of the spectrum.

C. X-rays are higher energy electromagnetic waves than all other electromagnetic waves,  
apart from gamma rays.

D. Radio waves and infrared waves have the same frequency.

FROM LESSON 1C
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

cladding layer of a lower refractive index material forming a protective coating around 
the inner core of a fibre optic cable
dispersion the separation of white light into its constituent colours due to the di!erent 
refractive indices for di!erent frequencies (colours) of light in a given medium
fibre optic cable a single cable containing one or more optical fibres encased in cladding 
to protect it from the environment
illusion a deceptive or misinterpreted sensory experience
mirage an optical illusion caused by the refraction of light rays due to changes in air 
temperature and pressure
optical fibre a glass fibre that utilises total internal reflection to transmit light over  
long distances
rainbow an arch of colours caused by the dispersion of the Sun’s light through water in 
the atmosphere

Why do we see the top of the ships twice?
Reflection and refraction of light can lead to a range of phenomena especially 
when they interact with the human eye. For example, the dispersion of white 
light through prisms and other phenomena; rainbows and mirages.

Light phenomena are not only beautiful or occasionally confusing but also help 
Australians access films and games from overseas through fibre optic cables 
laid on the ocean floor.

White light and optical phenomena1E

White light and colour dispersion 1.1.8.1

White light is not a particular colour or frequency of light, but a combination of 
the continuous visible spectrum of electromagnetic radiation. We perceive this 
combination of colours as white light and can observe a spectrum when we separate 
the light through a prism or lens.

Theory and applications
The way that white light splits into its constituent frequencies as it travels through 
a prism is called dispersion (see Figure 1).

Image: Mila Drumeva/Shutterstock.com

Figure 1 When white light is dispersed through 
a prism, a rainbow is observable

ESSENTIAL PRIOR KNOWLEDGE

1C The electromagnetic spectrum
1D Behaviour of light at boundaries
1D  Total internal reflection and 

critical angle
See questions 10–12.

1A 1B 1C 1D 1E

1.1.8.1 White light and colour dispersion

1.1.9.1 Rainbows

1.1.9.2 Mirages

1.1.10.1 Optical fibres

STUDY DESIGN DOT POINTS

• investigate and explain theoretically 
and practically colour dispersion in 
prisms and lenses with reference 
to refraction of the components of 
white light as they pass from one 
medium to another

• explain the formation of optical 
phenomena: rainbows; mirages

• investigate light transmission through 
optical fibres for communication

ACTIVITIES

Log into your Edrolo account for 
activities that support this lesson.
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How does dispersion occur?
Instead of thinking about all the colours of light as it travels through a prism, 
let’s consider red (  700  nm) and violet (  380  nm) waves as the frequencies 
of these colours are the extremes of the visible spectrum (see Figure 2(a)).

When white light is shone onto the prism, this effect is seen across the whole 
spectrum as each of the colours have different frequencies (see Figure 2(b)).

Prism

nred = 1.330

The prism has
a di!erent refractive
index for di!erent
frequencies
of light.

Each time the
rays refract,
they separate further.

Light is dispersed into
component colours
i.e. a spectrum.

nviolet = 1.343

Prism

Figure 2 (a) Red and violet waves being refracted through a prism. (b) White light being dispersed 
into its component colours.

From Lesson 1D, we know that it is the speed of the light that changes as we enter 
a new medium. The refractive index of the prism is dependent upon the frequency 
of the light. This results in different angles of refraction for the components of white 
light that transmit through the prism.1

KEEN TO INVESTIGATE?
1  How do the di"erent indexes 

of refraction impact the 
dispersed light? 
Search: Dispersion of light simulation

Progress questions

Question 1 
White light is

A. a single frequency of light.

B. visible light waves with extremely high intensity.

C. the full, continuous electromagnetic spectrum.

D. the full, continuous spectrum of visible light.

Question 2 
Which colour of light will refract to a greater extent when entering the prism?

A. orange light

B. green light

C. blue light

Question 3 
For which colour of light will the medium have the highest refractive index?

A. orange light

B. green light

C. blue light

Lenses also disperse white light into a spectrum in the same way that it is dispersed 
foraprism,withsomeexamplesshownin igure3.Thisisanimportantfactorto
considerwhendesigningthelensesusedinscientificinstrumentsandcameras.

Figure 3 White light dispersion through 
(a) a convex lens and (b) a concave lens.
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Rainbows 1.1.9.1

Rainbows are an optical phenomenon caused by the dispersion of white light 
by water droplets in the atmosphere.

Theory and applications
ainbowsareanapplicationofdispersionandreflectionwheresunlightdisperses
throughnumerousraindrops,actingasprismsandreflectingthisdispersedsunlight
towards an observer’s eyes.

How are rainbows formed?
Rainbows are only visible when the following conditions are met:

• the Sun is behind the observer,

• there are water droplets in the air,

• the observer is far enough away from the water droplets,

• sufficiently bright sunlight reaches the water droplets to disperse and reflect 
light into the observer’s eyes.

Much like Figure 2, we can analyse the dispersion of white light through a raindrop 
by looking at the extreme ends of the visible spectrum of light, red light and violet 
light (see Figure 4). The other colours fall between.

Light disperses in
the water (higher
refractive index)

Some light is internallyreflected and most escapes.

White light enters the raindrop.

The raindrop disperses split up
light towards the observer.

Light disperses in
the water (higher
refractive index).

Figure 4 Dispersion and refraction of sunlight through a raindrop

Each droplet in a rainbow disperses the whole spectrum of white light into a cone; 
however, the observer is so far away from the rainbow itself we do not see the whole 
rainbowfromeachraindrop. verydropinsteadreflectsonecolour,dependenton
its location, into our eye. The combination of potentially millions of raindrops each 
sending a single colour to our eyes is the rainbow (see Figure 5).

sunlight

Ray released into the environment

Ray released into the environment

Figure 5 Model of each raindrop’s contribution to the rainbow

The combination of thousands of raindrops lead to a continuous spectrum of light 
being seen instead of seven blocks of colour.

In igure5,notethattheraindropreflectingredlightisontopandvioletonthe
bottom due to the different angles they refract from the raindrop. The different 
angles they disperse from the raindrops lead to the order we see the rainbow.

MISCONCEPTION

‘Total internal reflection always occurs 
within the raindrop.’
Most light that travels into a raindrop 
is lost back to the environment and 
only a small proportion of it reaches 
our eyes as a rainbow. This is because 
the internal reflection that is required 
for a rainbow to form is not total.
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Progress questions

Question 4 
Are the orange and green colours in a rainbow likely to have reached 
an observer’s eyes from the same raindrop?

A. Yes, they could be from the same raindrop. 

B. No, they can not be from the same raindrop. 

C. There is no way of knowing if they are from the same raindrop or not.

Question 5 
Accordingtotherainbow sobserver,isaraindropreflectinggreenlikely 
tobeaboveorbelowaraindropreflectingredlight
A. There is no way of knowing which raindrop would be above or below  

the other.

B. Green is more likely to be above red.

C. Red is more likely to be above green.

Mirages 1.1.9.2

Mirages are an optical phenomena that occur as light travels through air that has 
a range of temperatures and densities. They allow us to see the sky and the clouds 
on the road as if it was a mirror.

Theory and applications
Mirages occur only when the air has a range of temperatures between our eyes and 
the object we are looking at. Surfaces that easily heat up, such as roads or deserts, 
transfer that heat energy to the air above. This creates a gradient of both air density 
and temperature above the road (see Figure 6).

How are mirages formed?
Air’s refractive index will be higher the more cold and dense it is. As light moves 
through air with this gradient of refractive indices its speed will change according 
to Snell’s Law. This causes the light to refract and change direction. When the light 
refracts enough towards an observer’s eyes, as shown in Figure 7, a mirage occurs.

Cooler – denser greater

smallerWarmer – sparser

A
ir 

de
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ity
 a
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m
pe

ra
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re

Refractive index

Hot roads heats up air creating
temperature and pressure gradient

Total internal reflection occurs

Changes directions
at boundaries

Ray of light from the object

Figure 7 A model representing how mirages occur

Theappearanceofareflectionofcarsortheskyorontheroadisanopticalillusion
created because our brains assume all light travels in straight lines. In Figure 8, 
theredrayrepresentsthelightreflectedfromthetopofthetree.

By extending a ray on the same angle as when it entered the eye, in the opposite 
direction,weseethetreereflectedbelowwheretheactualob ectresides.3

Image: simoncritchell/Shutterstock.com

Figure 6 The road is reflecting the sky due to 
the mirage.

KEEN TO INVESTIGATE?
3  What is a mirage? 

Search YouTube: What is a mirage?

As we move towards or away from the rainbow, our angle to the rainbow changes 
meaning that different colours of light will reach our eyes from raindrops in 
similar locations.2

KEEN TO INVESTIGATE?
2  What occurs in a raindrop during 

the formation of a rainbow? 
Search: Rainbow formation 
simulation
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Actual ray of light

Illusionary ray of light
making us see the image
reflected and often distorted

Figure 8 The ray of light that creates the illusion

Note that Figure 7 and 8 are models, which are limited, and cannot represent 
all the physics that goes into a mirage. Importantly, rays that travel through the 
temperature gradient change speed, and therefore bend, continuously with the 
changeintemperatureuntileithertotalinternalreflectionoccursorthelightbends
enough to turn into the observer’s eye. The limitations of models are covered in 
Chapter 11.

Progress questions

Question 6 
As the temperature of the air increases, its refractive index

A. decreases.

B. increases.

Question 7 
A person is observing a car drive 
down a road on a hot day.

Considering that the road is hot and 
the conditions for a mirage are met, 
which of the following illusions are 
most likely?

A. 

Observer

Illusion

B. 
Observer

Illusion

C. 
Observer

Illusion

Observer
Real car
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Optical fibres 1.1.10.1

pticalfibresutilisetotalinternalreflectiontoefficientlytransportlightthrough 
a cable from one location to another.

Theory and applications
argefibre-opticcables,madeupofbundlesofopticalfibres,runningalongthe
oceanfloorandbetweencontinentsformthebackboneoftheinternetandall
other telecommunications.

Why do we use fibre-optic cables to communicate?
henlightintheopticfibrehitsthelowerrefractiveindexcladdingitundergoes

totalinternalreflection(see igure9).Thelightrepeatedlyreflectsfromonesideto
theotheralongthelengthofthetube.Astotalinternalreflectionoccurs,littlelightis
absorbedorlostateachreflectionpoint.Thisallowsinformationtotravelefficiently
overlongdistanceswithinopticalfibres.

Fibre cladding – lower refractive index

Incident
light

Transmitted
light

Total internal reflection

Inner core – higher refractive index

Figure 9 The anatomy of an optical fibre and where total internal reflection occurs

Asfibre-opticcablescantransferdatausingalargerangeoffrequencies,theycan
transfer more data than other technologies with smaller frequency bands. This allows 
fibreopticstobeapowerfultoolfortransferringlargeamountsofdataquicklyand
efficiently.A10-Gbps(gigabitpersecond)connectioncantransmitanyofthefollowing
per second:

• Video and audio from 16 TV channels 

• Over 1000 e-books

• 130 000 audio channels

Core

Figure 10 Light moving through an optical fibre 
as it bends

Progress questions

Question 8 
Ifthefibrecladdinghadahigherrefractiveindexthantheinnercore,couldthe
fibreopticcableworkasdesigned
A. o,itwouldbeimpossiblefortotalinternalreflectiontooccur.
B. es,astotalinternalreflectionwouldstilloccur.

Question 9 
hichpropertyofopticalfibresmakesthemidealfortransmittingdata  

(Select all that apply)
I. can process lots of data

II. minimal loss of data over long distances

III. small size
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1E Questions
Deconstructed exam-style

Use the following information to answer questions 10–12.

hitelightisincidentonaprismwitharefractiveindexhigherthantheair.Itfirsthits
the prism parallel to the normal.

Question 10 (1 MARK) 
As the light enters the prism will it disperse or refract? 

A. Yes, as white light enters a prism it will disperse and refract.

B. Yes, the prism has a higher refractive index than the air so it will refract but not disperse.

C. No, the white light will neither disperse nor refract as the incident light is parallel to the normal.

D. There is not enough information to be able to determine what will happen.

Mild  $$Medium  $$Spicy 

NormalWhite light

Prism
Air

Theory summary
• White light is the human brain’s way of interpreting the continuous 

spectrum of light entering the eye simultaneously. 

• Dispersion is the phenomenon of white light being spread into a spectrum 
of its constituent frequencies. 

• The combination of dispersion, refraction, and reflection cause other optical 
phenomena (see Table 1).

Table 1 Dispersion, refraction, reflection and their inclusion in other phenomena

Phenomena Dispersion Refraction Total internal 

Rainbows 6 6 8

Mirages 8 6 6

Fibre optic 
cables

8 8 6

CONCEPT DISCUSSION

The patch of sky between a primary (bottom) and secondary rainbow (top) is called 
Alexander’s band. Notice how, compared to the light below the primary rainbow, 
Alexander’s band is less bright. Discuss possible reasons as to why the light below the 
primary rainbow is more bright than the light between the primary and secondary rainbows.

Prompts:

• When light refracts through water, what direction does it bend?
• In what direction is the sunlight coming from?
•  When light refracts through a raindrop, some of it is reflected elsewhere. Could this 

a!ect how bright light is above or below the rainbow?Image: Shimon Bar/Shutterstock.com
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Question 11 (1 MARK) 
After the light travels through the prism, what happens to the light as it passes through the boundary 
between the prism and the air?

A. The already dispersed light will disperse further.

B. The light will disperse.

C. The light will return to being white light.

D. There is not enough information to be able to determine what will happen.

Question 12 (4 MARKS) 
Explain what happens to the white light as it passes into and out of this prism.

Exam-style

Use the following information to answer questions 13 and 14.

Fibre-optic cables allow the transfer of information over incredibly long distances with little to no loss 
of information or energy.

Question 13 (1 MARK) 
Identify which light phenomenon allows this to occur.

Question 14 (1 MARK) 
hichpropertyofthestructureofopticalfibresallowthistooccur

A. Theoutercladdingismadeofareflectivematerialcausingittoreflectalongtheentirelengthofthefibre.
B. The inner cladding is exposed to the air. As air has a lower refractive index than the cladding it allows 

totalinternalreflectiontooccur.
C. The outer cladding has a higher refractive index than the inner cladding.

D. The inner cladding has a higher refractive index than the outer cladding.

Question 15 (3 MARKS) 
escribewhyrainbowsarenotasbrightasthe undespiteconsistingoflightreflectedfromthe un.

Question 16 (3 MARKS) 
ightinsidediamondsistotallyinternallyreflectedoffmultiplesurfaces,

giving diamonds their famous shine. The shine of diamonds also exhibits 
multiple colours when a white light is incident on the diamond.

Explain why diamonds exhibit a colourful shine, justifying your response 
with relevant theory.

Question 17 (4 MARKS) 
Katya sees a rainbow form in front of her. Her friend Mo remarks that it must be possible to reach the end 
of the rainbow but Katya disagrees. Explain whether Katya or Mo is correct using the theory of the creation 
of a rainbow.

Image: DiamondGalaxy/Shutterstock.com
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Question 18 (4 MARKS) 
The diagram shows red, green, and violet light passing through a convex lens.

a. What can be concluded about how the refractive index of the lens changes based on the frequency 
oflight  (2 MARKS)

b. rawarrowstoshowthepathofthered,greenandvioletlightafterexitingthelens. (2 MARKS)

Use the following information to answer questions 19–21.

There are two types of mirages, inferior and superior. Superior 
mirages (displayed in the diagram) occur only when the air’s 
temperature increases with height whereas inferior mirages 
occur when the air’s temperature decreases with height. 
Superior mirages often occur when the surface is cooler than 
the air, for example a cold ocean.

A superior mirage occurs due to similar processes to  
inferior mirages.

Question 19 (1 MARK) 
Atwhichpointonthegraphdoestotalinternalreflectionoccur
A. P

B. Q

C. R

D. None of the above.

Question 20 (1 MARK) 
Is the refractive index higher at point P or point S?

Question 21 (3 MARKS) 
Explain where the ‘mirage’ or illusory image will form and why it will form there in the case 
of a superior mirage.
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Warmer – sparser
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Key science skills 

Question 22 (4 MARKS) 
Toni Stark is investigating the effect of lens shape on colour dispersion. She shines white light through a 
glass lens and records the distance between the dispersed red and violet light. She then replaces the glass 
lens with a plastic lens that has greater curvature, and repeats the measurements.

a. Isthisavalidscientificexperiment  xplainwhyorwhynot. (2 MARKS)

b. Suggest a change to the experimental design in order to make the results more valid. 
ustifyyouranswer. (2 MARKS)

FROM LESSON 11C

Previous lessons

Question 23 (2 MARKS) 
Determine the amplitude and wavelength of this 
mechanical wave.

FROM LESSON 1B

Question 24 (1 MARK) 
A string is being plucked at 10 Hz, producing waves of wavelength 0.15 m. What is the period of these waves?

FROM LESSON 1B

Question 25 (2 MARKS) 
The diagram shows light in a cable that is submerged in water.

With respect to the normal, at what angle would the light refract when 
leaving the cable?

FROM LESSON 1D

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Distance (m)

D
is

pl
ac

em
en

t (
m

) 0.1

0

0.2

−0.2

−0.1

Water
n2 = 1.33

47°
Cable n1 = 1.20
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Chapter 1 review
These questions are typical of 40 minutes worth of questions on the VCE Physics Exam.

Total marks: 30

Section A

All questions in this section are worth one mark.

Unless otherwise indicated, the diagrams in this book are not drawn to scale.

Question 1 
hichoptionbestidentifiestheproperties

of the wave?

A. wavelength 6m,amplitude 0.3m, 
frequency 3

B. wavelength 3m,amplitude 0.3m, 
frequency 0.33

C. wavelength 3m,amplitude 0.25m, 
frequency 3

D. wavelength 3m,amplitude 0.3m, 
frequency unknown

Question 2 
Which of the following gives the order of light from shortest to longest wavelength?

A. radio, infrared, blue, green, red

B. blue, green, red, infrared, radio

C. radio, infrared, red, green, blue

D. infrared, radio, red, green, blue

Question 3 
Which of the following options lists the regions of electromagnetic spectrum from the fastest to slowest waves 
in a vacuum?

A. gamma rays, x-rays, ultraviolet, visible, infrared, microwaves, radio waves

B. radio waves, microwaves, infrared, visible, ultraviolet, x-rays, gamma rays

C. They all travel at random speeds and therefore it is impossible to rank them.

D. They all travel at the same speed.

Question 4 
Determine which of these wavelengths is not a component of white light.

A. infrared

B. red

C. green

D. blue

Mild  $$Medium  $$Spicy 
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Question 5 
A glass block ( n = 1.50 ) and a bowl of water ( n = 1.33 ) are being used in 
a refraction experiment. The medium surrounding the experiment is air 
( n = 1.00 ). The student conducting the experiment records a diagram of the 
experiment, in which light travels from medium 1 (  m 1   ), to the glass block, 
to medium 2 (  m 2   ). What can be concluded about the experimental setup?

A. The glass block is fully submerged in water.

B. The glass block is only surrounded by air.

C. The glass block is partially submerged in water.

D. Unable to conclude any of the above statements.

Section B

In questions where more than one mark is available, appropriate working must be shown.

Unless otherwise indicated, the diagrams in this book are not drawn to scale.

Question 6 (1 MARK) 
Identify two properties common to all electromagnetic waves.

Question 7 (1 MARK) 
A light-year is the distance light travels in a year and is a common unit of measurement to use when describing 
astronomicalscales.Assumingthatanaverageyearhas365days,convert0.75light-yearstometres.

Question 8 (2 MARKS) 
Twomediahaverefractiveindicesof1.30and1.40. eterminetheratioofthespeedinthehigherrefractiveindex
medium to the speed in the lower refractive index medium. Express your answer in decimal form.

Question 9 (7 MARKS) 
The two graphs represent the characteristics of the same transverse wave travelling along a rope. 
The displacement-distance graph depicts the rope at  t = 0  s. The displacement-time graph represents a single 
particle on the rope.

Displacement (m) Displacement (m)

−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

Distance (m)
2 4 6 8 10

−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

Time (s)
1 2 3 4 65

A

B

C

D

E

a. Calculatethespeedofthewave. (2 MARKS)

b. Inwhichdirection(up,down,left,orright)isparticleCmovingattheinstantshown  (1 MARK)

c. hichparticle(A,B,C, or )couldthedisplacement-timegraphrepresent  (1 MARK)

d. Draw the displacement-distance graph at  t = 1.0s. (3 MARKS)

m1

m2
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Question 10 (3 MARKS) 
Students observe a light ray moving between medium A and medium B. What can be concluded about the 
refractive indices of the two media? Would this conclusion be impacted if the ray passed through this boundary 
in the opposite direction?

Medium A

Medium B

Question 11 (3 MARKS) 
tudentsareexperimentingwithanopticalfibreandaselectionofmonochromaticlasersofdifferentcolours.

Air
n = 1.000

θ = 41.30°

Colour Red Yellow Green Blue Violet

Refractive index in 1.509 1.511 1.513 1.517 1.521

a. Describe the conditions, with reference to refractive indices and the angle of incidence, required for total 
internalreflectiontooccurinanopticfibre. (2 MARKS)

b. If the light was directed so that it travelled directly along the centre of the cable and did not touch the edge, 
whichofthefivecolourswouldreachtheendofthecablefirst  (1 MARK)

Question 12 (5 MARKS) 
When sunlight travels through a raindrop, it splits into its constituent parts.

a. Identify and describe the phenomenon that splits white light into its constituent colours when it travels through 
amedium. (2 MARKS)

b. xplainwhymorethanoneraindropisrequiredtocreatearainbow. (3 MARKS)

Question 13 (3 MARKS) 
An observer is standing some distance away from 
a tree. Suppose that the air is cold at the middle height 
of the tree, and the air gets gradually warmer at heights 
lower and higher than this. Explain whether it would be 
possible for the observer to see a mirage above and/or 
below the tree.

Hot air

Cold air

Hot air
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1A Introduction to waves
Progress questions

1. B 2. C 3. B 4. C

 5. C 6. A 7. B, E, M, M, M, E

Deconstructed exam-style

8. A

9. C

10. [The particle oscillates left and right.1][Itsinitialposition(3 cm
fromthespeaker)isthepointaboutwhichtheoscillationsoccur.2]

I have explicitly addressed the oscillation  
of the air particle.1

I have explicitly addressed the initial position  
of the particle.2

Exam-style

11. . Thepowerlinepoleswilloscillateleftandrightabout 
thesamepoint.

12. a. E

B Direction of
energy transfer

b.  3.0 × 1 0   8 ms−1

13. [Thewaveistransverse1][asthedisplacementisperpendicular 
tothedirectionthewaveistravelling.2]

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedwhetherthewave 
islongitudinalortransverse.1

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:directionofoscillation
comparedtothedirectionofwavetravel.2

14. C.  ightalwaystravelsat3.0 × 1 0   8 ms−1throughavacuum.

Key science skills

15. .  recisebutinaccurate suggeststheresultswillbeclustered
tightlybutnotclosetothetruevalue(bullseye).

FROM LESSON 11C

1B Wave fundamentals
Progress questions

1. A 2. B 3. D 4. B

5. B 6. A 7. B 8. B

9. D 10. C

Deconstructed exam-style

11. B

12. B

13. A

14.  A = 8cm (1 MARK)

eedcorrectunitstogainfullmark

  = 0.06m (1 MARK)

 v = f  

 18 = f × 0.06 

 f =    18 ____ 0.06   = 3 ×  10 2   Hz (1 MARK)

Exam-style

15.  v = f  ⇒   340 = 135 ×   (1 MARK)

  = 2.52m (1 MARK)

16. a.  holespring:displacement-distancegraph.

nepoint:displacement-timegraph.

b.  A 0.10m

c.   4.0m

d.  T  = 6.0 s

e.  f =  1 __ T   =  
1 ___ 6.0  = 0.17  Hz or s−1

17. a.  v =    __ T  =  
500 ____ 30.0  = 16.7ms−1

b.  f =  1 __ T  =  
1 ____ 30.0  = 3.33 × 1 0   −2   Hz

18. a.  v =   __ T  ⇒   3.0 × 1 0   8  =  0.040 _____ T   

 T = 1.3 × 1 0   −10   s

b. Thewaveswith  = 0.040mhaveagreaterenergy,asthey
haveagreaterfrequency.

19. [ avespeedisdependentonlyonthemediuminwhichthewave
ispropagating,sowillnotchangewhenfrequencychanges.1]

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:thedependenceofwave
speedonthemedium.1

20. a.  = 4mfromeithergraph

b.  orlowestpossiblefrequency,thewavehasmovedthrough 1 __ 4    
of a cycle in 0.25 s (1 MARK)

   1 __ 4  T = 0.25  s

 T = 1  s

 f =   1 __ T   = 1  Hz (1 MARK)

c.  v = f  = 1 × 4 = 4ms−1

21. a.  A:up (1 MARK)

B:up (1 MARK)

C:down (1 MARK)

b. amelocationonthewave
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1C Everyday electromagnetism
Progress questions

1. A 2. B 3. B 4. D

5. D 6. A

22.  f = 450 × 1 0   6   Hz (1 MARK)

 v =   f  

 3.0 × 1 0   8  = 450 × 1 0   6  ×   (1 MARK)

  = 0.67m,thequestionrequirestheanswertobeincentimetres.

  = 67cm (1 MARK)

23.  v = f  = 534 × 0.500 = 267ms−1 (1 MARK)

Theunknowngasiscarbondioxide. (1 MARK)

24. [ ominiqueshouldmaketheperiodshorter1][asbydecreasing
periodshewouldincreasefrequencyofhernote.2]

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedthequestion.1

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:therelationship
betweenperiodandfrequency.2

Key science skills

25. [I yhasmoreaccuratedataand mmahasmoreprecise
data.1][I y saverage(696.2nm)iscloserthan mma saverage
(696.8nm)totheactualwavelength(695nm).2][The range 
of mma smeasurements(5nm)issmallerthanI y srange
(17nm).3]

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedthequestion.1

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:thedefinition 
ofaccuracy.2

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:thedefinition 
of precision.3

Ihaveusedtheprovideddatainmyanswer.

FROM LESSON 11C

Previous lessons

26. [ImageMisanexampleofatransversewave.1][InimageM,  
theoscillationsareperpendiculartothedirectionofwavetravel.2]

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedwhichimageshowsa
transversewave.1

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:oscillations
perpendiculartodirectionoftravelintransversewaves.2

FROM LESSON 1A

Deconstructed exam-style

7. C

8. D

9. [ ltravioletlighthasamuchshorterwavelength higher
frequency higherenergythaninfraredorvice-versa.1] 
[Generallyhumansareunabletoseeinfraredorultraviolet 
lightastheirwavelengthsareoutsidethevisiblespectrum.2]

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:therelationship
betweenwavelength frequency energy.1

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:humanshaveanarrow
rangeofwavesthatarevisible.2

Exam-style

10. adiostationsendsaradiowavesignal  resenterspeaks 
(1 MARK)

adioreceivesradiowaves Translatorhearsthespokenwords 
(1 MARK)

adioemitssound Translatorcommunicatesinsignlanguage 
(1 MARK)

11. adio,microwaves,infrared,orangelight,ultraviolet,x-rays

12. Gamma,ultraviolet,bluelight,redlight,infrared,radio

13. . Greenhasthesecondlongestwavelengthofthevisiblecolours
thatmercyemits.

Key science skills

14.  658nm 658 × 1 0   −9 m (1 MARK)

 658 × 1 0   −9  = 6.6 × 1 0   −7 m (1 MARK)

FROM LESSON 11B

Previous lessons

15. lectromagneticwavesdonotneedamediumtopropagate.

OR

lectromagneticwavescantravelthroughavacuum.

FROM LESSON 1A

16. B. Allthecomponentsoftheelectromagneticspectruminvacuum
willhavethesamespeed.

 c = 3.0 × 1 0   8 ms−1

FROM LESSON 1A

1D Refraction and reflection
Progress questions

1. A 2. D 3. B 4. B

5. C 6. A 7. C 8. B

9. C
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Deconstructed exam-style

10. B

11. C

12. A

13. indthespeedoflightinsaltwater.

 v = f  = 510 × 1 0   −9  × 4.085 × 1 0   14  

 v = 2.08 × 1 0   8   (1 MARK)

indtherefractiveindexofthesaltwater.

  n  1   =   c _ v   =   3.00   10 8  ________ 
2.08   10 8 

   = 1.44  (1 MARK)

⇒ efractiveindexofplastic,n 2  ,mustbelessthantherefractive
indexforsaltwaterbutforthecriticalangletoexist,andmustbe
greaterthanorequalto1since1isthelowestpossiblerefractive
index. (1 MARK)

  1  n  2   < 1.44  (1 MARK)

Exam-style

14.  n =   c _ v   

 v =   c __ n   =   3.00 × 1 0   8  __________ 1.60    = 1.88 × 1 0   8 ms−1

15.    n  2      n  1  sin (   c  )   

   n  cladding   = 1.7 × sin (48°)  = 1.3  

16.    n  1  sin (   1  )  =  n  2  sin (   2  )   

  1.00 × sin (45.0°)  =  n  glass   × sin (30.0°)    (1 MARK)

  n  glass   =   sin (  45.0° )   ________ sin (  30.0° )     = 1.41  (1 MARK)

17.    n  1  sin (   1  )  =  n  2  sin (   2  )   

  1.32 × sin (42.0°)  = 1.40 × sin (   r  )    (1 MARK)

     r   = si n   −1  ( 1.32 × sin (  42.0° )    _____________ 1.40  )  = 39.1°   (1 MARK)

18.    n  1  sin (   c  )  =  n  2    

   1.46 × sin (   c  )   
 
  = 1.28   (1 MARK)

     c   = si n   −1  (   1.28 ____ 1.46  )   = 61.2°   (1 MARK)

19. [ henthelaserlightpassesintothestreamofwater,itcan
beguidedbytotalinternalreflectionsincewaterhasahigher
refractive index than air.1][ achsubsequentreflectioninside 
thestreamwillexperiencetotalinternalreflectionifitisincident 
at greater than the critical angle.2]

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedhowthelightisguided 
bythestream.1

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:totalinternalreflection
and critical angle.2

20.    n  1  sin (   c  )  =  n  2    

   n  glass    sin (50°)  = 1.00  

  n  glass   =    1.00 ________ sin (  50° )     = 1.3  (1 MARK)

  n  glass   <  n  water   

 ⇒Totalinternalreflectionwouldnotbepossibleanymoresince 
itwouldrequirethat n  glass   >  n  water    (1 MARK)

21. D. Crossingtheboundaryfrommedium1intomedium2, 
lightrefractstowardsthenormal

⇒ n  1   <  n  2   

Crossingtheboundaryfrommedium2intomedium3,lightrefracts
awayfromthenormal

⇒ n  3   <  n  2   

incetheboundariesareparalleland   3   >    1  , nell s aw
indicates   n  3   <  n  1   

⇒  n  3   <  n  1   <  n  2   

Since  n    1 __ v ,    v  3   >  v  1   >  v  2   

22.   v  2   = 1.2  ×   v  1        

  n  1   v  1   =  n  2   v  2   

    
 n  1  
 __  n  2     =   

 v  2  
 __  v  1     = 1.2  (1 MARK)

   n  1  sin (   1  )  =  n  2  sin (   2  )   

  1.2 sin (   i  )  = sin (60°)    (1 MARK)

     i   = si n   −1  (   sin (  60° )   ________ 1.2   )   = 46°   (1 MARK)

23. Sincebothboundariesthelightpassesthroughareparallel, 
theangleofrefractionfromthefirstboundarywillbetheangle 
ofincidenceonthesecondboundary.

By nell s awatthefirstboundary: 
   n  air   sin (   air  )  =  n  glass   sin (   glass  )   

By nell s awatthesecondboundary: 
   n  glass   sin (   glass  )  =  n  water   sin (   water  )   

   n  air   sin (   air  )  =  n  water   sin (   water  )     (1 MARK)

  1.00 × sin (30°)  = 1.33 × sin (   water  )   

     water   = si n   −1  (   1.00 ____ 1.33 × sin (30°)  )   = 22°   (1 MARK)

    air   −    water   = 30 − 22 = 8°  (1 MARK)

24. Sincebothboundariesthelightpassesthroughareparallel, 
theangleofrefractionfromthefirstboundarywillbetheangle 
ofincidenceonthesecondboundary.

55°

θprism

θprism

  n  1   v  1   =  n  2   v  2  impliesthat 
 n  1  
 __  n  2     =   

 v  2  
 __  v  1     

⇒   
 n  water   _____  n  prism     =   

 v  prism  
 _____  v  water          = 0.8  and    

 n  air   _____  n  prism     =   
 v  prism  
 _____  v  air      = 0.6  (1 MARK)

⇒  n  water   = 0.8 ×  n  prism    and   n  air   = 0.6 ×  n  prism   
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By nell s awatthewater-prismboundary:

   n  water   sin (55°)  =  n  prism  sin (   prism  )   

     prism   = si n   −1  (  n  water   _____  n  prism   sin (55°) )  = si n   −1  (0.8 × sin (55°) )  = 41°   

(1 MARK)

Thecriticalanglefortheprism-airboundarywillhave:

   n  prism  sin (   c  )  =  n  air    

     c   = si n   −1  (   
 n  air   _____  n  prism    )   = si n   −1  (0.6)  = 36  ° (1 MARK)

⇒ Thelightwilltotallyinternallyreflectsince    prism   >    c    
(1 MARK)

Key science skills

25. a. ependent:angleofrefraction (1 MARK)

Independent:angleofincidence (1 MARK)

Controlled:laserwavelength OR incidentmediumrefractive
index OR diamondrefractiveindex (1 MARK)

b. setwopointsonalineofbestfittodeterminethegradient.

 gradient =   rise ____ run   =   0.39 − 0.15 __________ 0.90 − 0.35    (1 MARK)

 gradient = 0.44  (1 MARK)

ependingonthelineofbestfitdrawn,answersbetween0.38
and0.50areacceptable.

c.    n  1  sin (   1  )  =  n  2  sin (   2  )   

   
 n  2  
 _  n  1     =   

sin (   1  ) 
 ________ sin (   2  )    

In this case,   sin (   1  )  = sin (   i  ) , sin (   2  )  = sin (   r  )   ,    n  1   = 1.00 , 
and    n  2   =  n  diamond   

⇒  n  diamond   =   
sin (   i  )  ________ sin (   r  ) 

   =   run ____ rise   =    1 _______ gradient   

  n  diamond   =    1 ____ 0.44   = 2.3  (1 MARK)

Thediamondisnotrealsince2.3 < 2.80 . (1 MARK)

FROM LESSONS 11A & 11E

Previous lessons

26. [ requencyisthenumberofwavecyclescompletedinaunit
oftime.1][ avelengthisthedistancecoveredbyonecomplete
wavecycle,orthedistancebetweentwocrests twotroughs.2]
[ requencyisdeterminedentirelybythewavesource.3]

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:wavefrequency.1

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:wavelength.2

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedwhichpropertyiscompletely
determinedbywavesource.3

FROM LESSON 1B

27. C. Thex-rayregionoftheelectromagneticspectrumisthesecond
mostenergeticaftergammaradiation.

FROM LESSON 1C

1E  White light and optical 
phenomena

Progress questions

1. D 2. C 3. C 4. B

5. C 6. A 7. B 8. A

9. I, II and III

Deconstructed exam-style

10. C

11. B

12. [Asthelightpassesintotheprismitdoesnotdisperse.1] 
[Thisisbecausethelighthitstheprismparalleltothenormal 
sonorefractionoccurs.2][ henthelightleavestheprism, 
eachfrequencyoflightrefractsdifferentlyandthereforethewhite
light disperses.3][ espitebeingwhitelightwithintheprism,
thedifferenceintherefractiveindexesofthemediumforeach
frequencyoflightallowsdispersiontooccur.4]

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedwhathappenstothewhite
lightasitpassesintotheprism.1

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:refraction 
and dispersion.2

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedwhathappenstothewhite
lightasitpassesoutoftheprism.3

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:refraction 
and dispersion.4

Exam-style

13. Totalinternalreflection

14. . Totalinternalreflectioncanonlyoccurwhentravelling
fromamediumofhigherrefractiveindextoamediumoflower
refractive index.

15. [ ainbowsarearesultofrefractionandreflectionoccurring1]
[however,theseprocessesarenotidealandlightescapesateach
boundarywhichdoesnotreachtheobserver.2][Thismeansthe
lightthatweseeasarainbowisonlyasmallpercentageofthe
un slight.3]

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:refractionandreflection.1

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedtheinefficiency 
in these processes.2

Ihaverelatedmyanswertothecontextofthequestion.3
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16. [ iamondsexhibitacolourfulshinebecausewhitelightshone
ontothediamondisdispersedintoitsconstituentcolours.1]
[ hitelightconsistsofacontinuousspectrumofthecolours
withinthevisiblespectrumoflight,2][andthesecoloursare
dispersedbythediamondbecausethediamond srefractiveindex
isdependentonthefrequency(colour)oflight.3]

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedwhydiamondshave 
acolourfulshine.1

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:whitelight.2

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:colourdispersion.3

17. [Katya is correct and Mo is incorrect.1][ ainbowsarecreated
throughthedispersionofwhitelightthroughnumerous
raindrops.2][Asapersongetsclosertoarainbow,youseea
rainbowformedbydifferentraindrops.3][Thismeansthatyou
canneverreachtheendofarainbowasitisnotastaticob ect
butanillusionthatmoveswithyou.4]

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedwhether atyaor o 
is correct.1

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:rainbows.2

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedrainbowsasanillusion.3

Ihaverelatedmyanswertothecontextofthequestion.4

18. a.  [Becausethehigherfrequencycolour(violet)isrefracted
moretowardsthenormalthanthelowerfrequencycolour
(red),1][itcanbeconcludedthattherefractiveindexofthelens
decreasesasfrequencydecreases.2]

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:refraction.1

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedtherelationshipbetween
refractiveindexandfrequency.2

b.

Ihavedrawnthreearrows.

Ihavedrawnthearrowssuchthattheyseparate
furtheranddonotcross.

19. A. Atpoint thelightchangesdirection,suggestingtotalinternal
reflectionoccurred.

20. oint

21. [Themiragewillformabovetheactualob ect.1][Itformshereas
theangleoftherayreachingtheeyeiscomingfromabovethe
eye.2][Asthehumanbrainbelievesthistobeastraightline, 
weseetheimageattheendofthisstraightline,abovetheactual
positionoftheob ect.3]

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedwherethemirage 
willform.1

Ihavereferencedtheangleoftheraywithrespect 
to the eye.2

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:mirages.3

Key science skills

22. a.  [ o,theexperimentisnotvalid1][becausethereismorethan
oneindependentvariableinthisexperiment.2]

I have explicitly addressed the validity  
oftheexperiment.1

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:experimental
validityandindependentvariables.2

b. [Afterchoosingasingleindependentvariable,Tonishould
takemultiplemeasurementsofthedistancebetweenthered
andpurplelightforeachlens.1][Increasingtheamountof
measurementsincreasesthevalidityofresultsbyhelpingto
accountforthevariabilityofthedataandpersonalerror.2]

I have explicitly addressed a change to the 
experimentaldesign.1

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:validity.2

FROM LESSON 11C

Previous lessons

23. romthegraph:

Amplitude= 0.2m (1 MARK)

Wavelength  = 6m (1 MARK)

FROM LESSON 1B

24.  T =   1 __ f   =   1 ___ 10   = 0.10  s

FROM LESSON 1B

25.    n  1  sin (   1  )  =  n  2  sin (   2  ) ⇒1.20 × sin (47°)  = 1.33 × sin (   2  )    
(1 MARK)

    2   = 41°  (1 MARK)

FROM LESSON 1D

Chapter 1 review
Section A

1. . Theamplitudeofthegraphisthemaximumdisplacement 
inonedirectionandthewavelengthcanbefoundfromthe
distancebetweentwopeaksortroughs.Thefrequencycannot 
bedeterminedfromadisplacement-distancegraph.
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2. B.  singtheelectromagneticspectrum,bluelighthasashorter
wavelengththanradiowaves.

3. . Allelectromagneticwavestravelatc = 3.0 × 108.

4. A.  hitelightconsistsofallcomponentsofthevisiblelight
spectrum.Infraredlightisnotpartofthevisiblespectrum.

5. C. Astheangleofincidenceoflighttravellingfrommedium1to
waterisdifferentfromtheangleofrefractionwhenlighttravels
fromwatertomedium2,thetwomediumsmustbemadeof
differentmaterials.

Section B

6. Anytwoofthefollowing:alltravelatthec = 3.0 × 1 0   8 ms−1  
inavacuum cantravelthroughavacuum(nomediumrequired) 
haveanassociatedwavelength,frequencyandenergy transfer
energy behaveasatransversewaves orotherpropertiesnot
covered in Chapter 1.

7. One year =  60 × 60 × 24 × 365 = 3.15 × 1 0   7   s

 v =   s _ t  ⇒s = vt = 3.0 × 1 0   8  × 3.15 × 1 0   7  × 0.75 = 7.1 × 1 0   15 m

8.   n  1   v  1   =  n  2   v  2   

 1.30 ×  v  1   = 1.40 ×  v  2    (1 MARK)

   
 v  2  
 ___  v  1     =   1.30 _____ 1.40   =0.9285 0.929  (1 MARK)

9. a.  romthedisplacement-distancegraph  = 4mandfrom 
thedisplacement-timegraphT = 4  s (1 MARK)

 v =     _ T   =   4 __ 4   = 1ms−1 (1 MARK)

b. articleCismovingupwards.

c. Thedisplacement-timegraphmustshowthemovementof
aparticlewhichhasdisplacement0matt = 0  s and has its 
displacementdecrease ustaftert = 0s. article istheonly
particlewhichfitsthisdescription.

  d. Displacement (m)

−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

Distance (m)
2 4 6 8 10

Ihavelabelledbothaxesincludingunits.

Ihaveusedanappropriateandconsistentscale 
onbothaxes.

Ihavedrawnasinusoidalwavewithanamplitude
of1mandawavelengthof4m.

Ihavedrawnagraphwhichstartswithaminimum
at  d = 0mandendswithamaximumatd = 10m.

10. [  n  A   <  n  B   1][as,fromBtoA,theraybendsawayfromthenormal.2]
[ otethatthedirectionoftheray stravelisnotimportant,
sinceifittravelledinsteadfromAtoBthenitwouldbebending
towardsfromthenormal,againimplyingthat n  A   <  n  B   .3]

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedtherelationshipbetween
the refractive indices.1

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:refraction.2

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedthesignificanceoftheray s
direction of travel.3

11. a.   n  internal   >  n  external   OR  n  core   >  n  cladding    (1 MARK)

Angleofincidencemustbegreaterthanthecriticalangle. 
(1 MARK)

b. ed(sinceithasthelowestrefractiveindexsoittravelsfastest).

12. a.  [ ispersionisoccuring.1][ ispersionistheprocessofwhite
lightbeingseparatedintoitsconstituentcolourswheneach
colourrefractsbyadifferentamountasitentersandleaves 
amedium.2]

I have explicitly addressed the relevant 
phenomenon.1

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:dispersion 
ofwhitelight.2

b. [Arainbowisaresultofthecombinationofnumerousraysof
lightfromthousandsofraindrops.1][Althougheachraindrop
dispersesthelight,duetothedifferinganglesthatthe
wavelengthsoflightleavetheraindrop,onlyonewavelength
willreachtheobserverfromeachraindrop.2][Thismeansthat
manyraindropsarerequiredtoseetheoveralleffectofeach
colourofarainbowasitappears.3]

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedtheneedformultiple
raindrops.1

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:rainbowsand
dispersion.2

Ihaverelatedmyanswertothecontext 
ofthequestion.3

13. [ iragesoccurbelowtheob ect(inferior)whentheairgets
graduallywarmerbelowacertainheight.1][ iragesformabove
theob ect(superior)whentheairgetsgraduallywarmerabove
a certain height.2][Inthisscenario,theairgetsgraduallywarmer
bothaboveandbelowthemidpointofthetree sheight,therefore
itshouldbepossiblefortheobservertoseebothasuperiorand
aninferiormirage.3]

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedhowinferiormiragesform.1

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedhowsuperiormiragesform.2

Ihaveaddressedwhetherasuperiorand orinferior
miragewillform.3
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2A Temperature fundamentals
Progress questions

1. liquid,gas,changestofitthecontainerit sin,morespreadout,
increases,moveandcolliderandomly

2. A

3. B

4. average,translationalkinetic

5. B 6. A 7. C 8. A

Deconstructed exam-style

9. D

10. B

11. [Initially,theparticlesinthecupofcoffeehavegreateraverage
translationalkineticenergythaninherhandbecausethecoffee 
isatagreatertemperature.1][Asthecupwarmsthehand, 
theaveragetranslationalkineticenergyoftheparticlesinthecup 
ofcoffeedecreasesandtheaveragetranslationalkineticenergy 
oftheparticlesinherhandincreases.2][ henthermalequilibrium
isreached,theaveragetranslationalkineticenergyoftheparticles
ineachsystemwillbeequal.3]

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedtheaveragetranslational
kineticenergiesatthebeginning.1

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedtheaveragetranslational
kineticenergiesasthecoffeewarmsherhand.2

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedtheaveragetranslational
kineticenergiesatthermalequilibrium.3

Exam-style

12.  735  K   =  (  735 − 273.15 )    °C  = 462 °C

13. a. −170 °C   =  (  −170 + 273.15 )     K  = 103  K

b.  T = 450 °C   −  (  −170  °C   )   = 620  °C  = 620  K

14. [Temperatureisameasureoftheaveragetranslationalkinetic
energyoftherandomdisorderedmotionoftheparticlesina
system.1][ ence,theaveragetranslationalkineticenergyofthe
atomsandmoleculeswillbegreaterduringthedaythanduring
thenight.2]

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:temperature 
asameasureofaveragetranslationalkineticenergy 
ofparticles.1

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedthekineticenergyofatoms
andmoleculesduringthedaycomparedwithduring
thenight.2

15. [Archieisincorrect.1][Temperatureisameasureoftheaverage
translationalkineticenergyoftherandomdisorderedmotionof
theatomsandmoleculesinasystem.2][Thecollectivechangein
speedofthebasketball,anditsparticlesasaresult,isnotrelated
totheparticles randomdisorderedmotion.3]

IhaveexplicitlyaddressedwhetherArchieiscorrect.1

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:temperatureasameasure
ofaveragetranslationalkineticenergyofparticles.2

Ihaverelatedmyanswerthethecontextofthequestion.3

16. a. Theinternalenergyofthewaterinthe lympicpoolwould
begreaterthantheinternalenergyofwaterinthebackyard
pool.Thisisbecausethe lympicpoolhasagreatervolume,
andmorewaterparticlesthanabackyardpool.

b. Theaveragetranslationalkineticenergyofthewater
moleculesinthebackyardpoolwouldbethesameasthe
averagetranslationalkineticenergyofthewatermolecules
inthe lympicpool.Thisisbecausethepoolsareatthesame
temperature.

17. [ articlesinwater(aliquid)arefreetomovearoundeach 
other,whereasparticlesinice(asolid)arestucktogether,1] 
[whichexplainsthemacroscopicpropertiesofliquidsbeing 
abletochangeshapeandsolidshavingafixedshape.2] 
[ ence,liquidwatercanflowasathinstreamintoabottle 
andthentakethebottle sshape,whereasicecannot.3]

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:thekinetictheory 
ofmatterforsolidsandliquids.1

Ihaveusedtherelevanttheory:themacroscopic
propertiesofsolidsandliquids.2

Ihaveexplicitlyaddressedthepropertiesofwaterthat
allowittofillthebottleeasily.3

Key science skills

18. a. Uncertainty =    1 __ 2   ×  smallest division on scale  =   1 __ 2   × 2 °C  = ±1 °C

  b.
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Ihavedrawntimeonthehori ontalaxis 
andtemperatureontheverticalaxis.

Ihaveusedanappropriateandconsistentscale 
sothedatatakesupatleasthalfofeachaxis. 2A
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